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. PREFACE

*
*

The materials evaluated in the present study were developed

by Rolf Grunseit, Vaucluse Boys High School, Vaucluse, New

South Wales, Australia, 2030. Requests for further

information about these materials should be sent directly

to Mr. Grunseit, while additional details of the research

reported herein should be sought from the authors of this

report at Macquarie University, North hyde, New South Wales,

Australia, 2113.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction

The purposes of this introductory chapter are threefold. First,

a description of the project to be evaluated will be given. Second, in

order to allow the significance of the present innovatory project to be

seen in a broader context, a discussion of aspects of the background

scene in mathematics education will be given. Third, ways in which the

present study was narrowed in scope will be described and justified.

1.2 Description of the Project

Some salient descriptive characteristics of the present project
have been extracted from the Schools Commission Special Projects file

and summarized below.

Project number: 74/184/11

Project director: Rolf Grunseit, Vaucluse Boys High School

Project title: Development of High Interest Le.el
Mathematics Materials

Funding: $4,879 for 2 years commencing December, 1974

Project director's
stated aim:

Method of achieving
the ail,

To inculcate in the student a positive
attitude to mathematics irrespective of
ability

By developing a variety of materials
related to the history of mathematics for
student use

Proposed grade Year 9 approximately
level:

The coMMon thrtad in the present materials that each aims to

introduce somethtn.,%, of the histoty ot mathematics in an int,?resting way.
The materials MaV he suhdi,iided, h-wever, into one of tour main categ-
ories according to tho ditterent mcdia oi presentation used. The tour

media mainly used lor thc present matetil ire plilys, written articles,

slide-tape presentations and videotqni. Appendix A contains a_
listing of all materlais developed to date as part of the present
proiect, with M.ItoriAk organized inte the tour %;uhdivisions above

wht-re possibly. It ,,n he seen irom Appendix A that the same historicaI

miterial -;ten 11..tn used as a basis for 1 pre!;entation in diffetent

.dia; tot examp:e, tho article on i-onic,; ald tho ;pc pivsont-

it Ion On r-0 n I cs 0 r n orni )1) hj.:1r.) )1 ) o 1)!



The three play6 written by the project director form the first
set of entries in Appendix A. One of the plays, "Thales of Miletus",

4.;
is reproduced /n full in Appendix B. Although It vas envisaged by
the project director that the plays would be produced on stage,
evidence discussed later in Chapter 3 suggests that the plays could
still be useful if simply read aloud by students in class. It should

also be pointed out that, at present, these plays remain unpublished
and can only be obtained from the project director.

The second set of entries in Appendix A is a list of articles,
containing stories on history of mathematics topics, which have
appeared in various mathematics teachers' periodicals. It can be seen
that so far three such articles have been published covering such areas
as the history of conics and the history of maxima. One of these
articles, entitled "The Genesis of Conics", has been reproduced fully
in Appendix C. The main use envisaged for these articles is that
teachers would employ ideas from the articles in preparing lesson
Introductions.

The third group of things listed in Appendix A consists of
siide-tape presentations on topics drawn from the history of mathem-
atics. Each slide-tape presentation originally consists of historical
research, slides and a spoken commentary, all provided by the project
director Next, members of the N.S.W. Department of Education
Mathematics Equipment Committee modify, edit and expand the materials.
The Teachers' Resources Centre of the N.S.W. Department of Education
then publishes a set of slides, an audiotape and teachers' notes
(cost is approximately $6.50 per kit). So far "The History of Conics"
is the only slide-tape kit that has been published although initial
stages in the development of five other kits have already been completed.

The fourth set of entries in Appendix A relate to video materials.
Students in the project director's own mathematics classes have acted in
and assisted in the production of several one-act plays about discoveries

mathematics. As well as some pupils being involved in actually
making the videotapes, other pupils ate shown these videotapes as
introductions to particular mathematical topics. It should be emphas-
17ed, however, that the project director feels that the quality of the
videotapes is not sufficiently high to warrant their use by other
teachers in other schools. Nevertheless, the project director has
published an article (see Appendix A) which describes how other teachers

can u se video equipment themselves in making videotapes of such one-

act plays. These possibilities are somewhat limited at present, however,
because copies of the scripts of the one-act pldys have not been widely
disseminatei to mathematics teachers.

As we 1, the project director has used this video equipment at

ilnmerous ma!lemarics teachers' in-service and associAtion meetings to

Illn,:trate ow video might he employed in mathematits teaching.

In add i t ion I t he !OUT 111:1 in c( atities of :ILA i .11 -,

(nlmelv, plAys, -les, slide-tape presentatl,)n!. And videotaoc.,), 01.1

ails, 01 Lint' it.r; mat c t rodip.ed ; the;:t. t: ! i .t t

of rte.- Apimnd A. Thi..st m;it ct ia )l)

biorjaphic:. mat hemat I r toget i t : i-o.nt,;!,
. r c i rrent ! i ny, prep Ire,' i !11.!.
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publication through that department's Teachers Resources Centre.

'Nese materials are intended for use by the mathematics teacher in

relating a topic being taught to the mathematician who discovered it.

Photographs have been tdken of the four Platonic solidsat the Mining

Museum, and it is intended that these will be used with material to be

written later to form a unit on the history of geouetric solids.

Similarly, photographs havelbeen taken of aboriginal petroglyphs as

the basis of a unit to be developed on the history of aboriginal

mathematics. The remaining materials listed in Appendix A are

journal articles which contain discussions of the innovative project as

a whole, of suggestions for incorporating history of mathematics into

mathematics teaching, and of a number of other miscellaneous areas.

These articles, however, can be contrasted with the ones described

previously which contain specific stories taken from the history of

mathematics.

The above description given of the present project materials will

be supplemented with some further discussion in sections 1.4 and 1.5

Beforehand, however, brief consideration will be given to describing

some aspects of the contemporary scene in mathematics education and

to examining the educational importance of the present materials

within that context.

1.3 The Contemporary Scene in Mathematics Education

Mathematics teachers in many countries have had a long-standing

concern about the negative attitude towards mathematics held by a

8izeable proportion of school students. FurthermorJ, the study of

attitudes to mathematics has developed into a quite active area of

educational research in recent years (see reviews of Aiken, 1970, 1976).

Of the many ways which have been suggested to effect improved

student attitude to mathematics, use of the history of mathematics in

teaching has been suggested by a numl)er of writers (e.g., Ministry of

Education, 1958; Francis, 1976.) En fact, the literature of mathem-

atics education has for many decades contained pleas that the

historical aspects of mathematic:i be given a place in mathematics

education. For example, the teaching of the history of mathematics was

advocated in 1893 by ileppel in Nature, and in 1894 by Collins in

Science. More recently, the National Council of Teachers of Mathem-

atics (1969) considered it of sufficient importance to devote a whole

yearbook to issues related to history of mathematics in mathematics

education. It is of particular interest to note that, despite the many

(alls for including the history of mathematics in teaching, it has

lecently been observed that very few teaciwrs actually expose their

tudents to any teaching of the history of mathematics (Green, 1976a)

..od that very few mathematics textbooks have taken seriously the incor-

i.w.ftion of historical material into its mathematics (Green, 1976b).

The brie: y,iven ot the ..onte,:ipoiarv scene in mathematics

edntation indicatod that concern tor student attittvle to mathematics

A real ono, ih.it tno teachinF, of ot mathematie:-: has been

at ed ; em .A i 005 0.1!4(111; inc hid in t ilt promot ion of MO rk. favour-

)h attitudc,,, tihit mathematics tca,.hers and textbooks largolv

the 01 mathematit-s. Moreover, GIcCH (19/hh) ha

-ontended Chat there is a definite !or ht:aori..t1 mitcriak



mathematics which are in a form suitable for use by the teacher in the

classroom. Within this context, thenvit can be seen that the present
materials, if successful in their aim of promoting attitudes through
the teaching of history of mathematics, could make a worthwhile
contribution to mathematics education.

1.4 Deployment of Project Funds and Implications for Evaluation

A financial statement obtained from the project director showed
that, from the original grant of $4,879, a sum of approximately $4,000
was spent purchasing video equipment while the remainder was used for
the purchase of photographic equipment and for the insurance and repair
of equipment. It is vital for aproper understanding of the present
report, however, to appreciate that Schools Commission funds were
deployed in supporting only some parts of a more comprehensive and
ongoing project. Firstly, in terms of timing,.Mr. Grunseit had already
completed substantial amounts of historical research and the writing of
vrsioro; of some articles and plays prior to receiving the Schools

Commission grant. Moreover, now that the Schools Commission's period
of funding is terminated, Mr. Grunseit has every intention of both
modifying and extending previous work. Secondly, while Schools Comm-
ission funds were spent specifically on the purchase of video and
photograrhic equipment, considerable resources from elsewhere were
tequited to support other aspects of the project. For instance, the
Teachers Resources Centre provided support for the production of slide-

tape kits, and the vast time commitment and modest expenditure on

typing and stationery involved in the historical research and the

production of articles and plays were supported either by Vaucluse Boys
High School or the project director himself.

l.4sl Decision to collect formative and summative evaluacIve information
The situation described above has important implications for the eval-

uator when deciding whet17er formative or summative evaluative inform-

ation, or both, should be collected. Because the funding period was

drawing to a close at the time the evaluation was conducted, and because

of the potential usefulness of materials in other schools, summative

evaluative information was clearly of relevance. However, as the

project director has genuine intentions of further modifying materials

before disseminating them more widely, formative evaluative information

would also he very useful. Consequently, in planning the present study,

un attempt was made to ensure the collection of Information both about

the materials' overall efficacy and usefulness and bout specific w40k-

nes4es in the materials could be eliminated in :Inv tuture

rewritten vorsions.

,z dComparah.l.e c_importane of different medi itu.ition ecrlhod

in mection 1.4 presents a dilemmt !or Lhe Imu rt.:Isons of

u....countahility, the evaluator may ht. temptt.d At lit'l to ro,striet hi
attention solely ro thosc .ipoct!: of Ow prolccf vidoo(Apv,)

ir which mow 'if I
wol,; furdliw

11,.v.ever, a bt- .." t I- ' tr.5.tt":f rs,! . 1 1 it

r::t 1 , cOn:4 I &1 r tido r I.. ... .
::

drsp loved hot 11 in cond,h t f I. if 1 f.1,Ir ,! t ht tilt

I. tpt.N werf .1110 ill ,±, ,!;, illy 0 hit -t ! .i I I,

:,..illy. t ht. t;1 ,5 h I
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it could be argued that each different medium in which the material is
presented would be of fairly comparable importance in an evaluation study.
For tne above reasons, materials in all of the four media were included
in the initial pool of materials, and later, . rticular materials were
selected for intensive study (see section 1.6).

1.5 Potential Usefulness of Materials in Other Schools
_

Another important orientation of the present project which is not
brought out clearly in the official file relates to the potential use-
fulness of the materials in other schools. Discussion with the project
director made it clear that he perceived that his major goal was to
develop materials which could be used by other mathematics teachers in
other schools around Australia. That Is, although most :A the present
materials were used by the project director in his own mathematics
classes, he perceived that the main purpose of this was to provide
feedback information which could be used in further development work.
In fact, the project director expressed the concern that his own
studen could have been used as "guinea pigs" to some extent and could
well llve been over-exposed to the materials.

From the discussion above, tt can be seen that the present project
is somewhat atypical of the majority of Schools Commission Innovations
Program projects with respect to its wide applicability in other schools.
In general, a large number of Schools Commission projects involve some
innovatory organization or approach in a single school which, if found
successful, is not always easy to replicate at other schools. In

contrast, the present project aims at producing curticular products
(plays, articles, sfide-tape kits) which could be used in an unaltered
form in a large range of schools around Australia.

1.5.1 Decision to study a limited ranafl_2122.terials intensively
Because the present materials have the potential of being useful in a
wide range of schools, it was considered that examining the applicability
of the materials. in other schools should form a major focus in the
present research. Furthermore, it was thought that the applicability
of the materials could be better assessed with available resources by an
intensive study of a limited range of materials (involving a relatively
large number of mathematics teachers and students) than by a more
extensive study of a wider range of offerings. It was therefore
decided to select .1 !imited range of materials and to study these tairly
tatvasIvelv.

i.6 Choicc ol Matyriais tor intensive :;tudv

In choysin); materials tor intensive studv, ionsiderations ot
yconomy and likely applicability of matclials in othor schools wery
.ousidered paramount. 'o:noll wtry considered, the tact that
ny proiyot diiuctoi oIL thdt existing vidvotape:i wen! not. suitiblc for

in other school!: (sec section 1.2) was important. Furthermore,

..cause !,chooi;; in mahv Australiah states do not have video equipment,
ihe usefulness of thy videtapes in othol A-istralian schools must be
-onsidered less than that ot matelials in othor modi:i. For these
.yasons, the videyt.,pyq WrIc not hn lndyd in the pry!wnt intensive stndv.
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For the slide-tape kit whichwas completed, namely the one
,.entitled "The Histor of Conics" coats Itncu#red* n re rod ing and

-4 .

.10

it Fes still thought desirable to evaluate these materials because they
have high potential applicability in other schools (sincethe Majority
of schools do have facilities .for projecting slides and playing.audio-
tapes). Ari additional-problem arose with this kit, however. It;.waS

:disuoverect-thatithe-leacheral-Reaourcea-Centske-had-made- apayment-to -the
project director for Hip original slides and cothmentary and then had
incorpurated modificttiobs and extensions into the presentation prior
to publication. Since the.copyright of the new version was held by
the Teachers'itesoUrges Centre, and since the kits.had not come on sale
at the time of the present study, the Teachers' Resources Centre
expressed some understandable reluctanc# about 'making the kit available
for the present study.. For this-reason; the slide-tape.kir was not_
included in the intensive study.

The other two media in.which the history of mathematics taterials
were presented were written plays to be acted or read aloud by students,
and written articles. Because of thd relatively small expense involved
in reproducing and distributing written mdterials, the costs needed for
an intensive study of some of these materials fell within the present
budget. Furthermore, because of the relatively small costs of written
materials, the articles and playswould have mery high potential
applicability in a wide range of schools. For the above reasbns, it
was decided that the present intensive study would focus on materials
selected from among the plays and articles.

FrOm the three plays and three articles listed in Appendix A, one
play and one article were chosen for intensive study. After carefully
scrutinizing all plays and articles, and after consultation with the
project director, the play entitled "Thales of Miletus" and article
entitled "The Genesis of Conics" were chosen for intensive study. A
copy of this play and aeticle have been included in Appendices B and
C, respectively.

.

1.7 OvervieW of the Prese14-Aeport

A detailed explication of the design, execution and findings of
th_, present study is, of course, the main purpose of the discussion
contained in the remainder of this report. At this stage, however, it
may prove useful to provide a brief overview of the contents of the
remaining chapters. The purpose of such an overview would be twofold.
First, the overview may help to clarify, in a general way, the nature
of the present study. Second, such an overview would provide a
:iirectory of the location of salient issu,as in the remainder of the
report.

Fach of
Chapter 2 desc
bort( experienc

t he cmi s art_

ih i h samp I e
responded t

/4 C devoted t

drt i !

the following four chapters is devoted to different issues.
rlhos a questionnaire survey of the opinions of teachers,
ed and in training, ahou
ielo. Chapter 3 is dm,
of Year 9 students who

t the worth of the Thales play and
ted to d(:,rihiln% a study in
actually Lp;(...d the Thales plily

measuring affective :Uld cognitive outcomes. Chapter
impressionisti( evaluatioh to the Thales play and 1

particular, ;W(! th(- ..±11y1,!
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general. In particular, reactions to the materials given by a historiah

of mathematics, mathematics educators and drama critics will be,

reported. The final chapter, Chapter 5, contains a summary of findings

a discussion of some limitations of the research,.a list of tentative

conclusions, and suggested recommendations for future development,

modifications and dissemination of the project materials.
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CHAPTER 2

SURVEY OF TEACHER OPINION ABOUT THE 1HALES

PLAY AND THE CONICS ARTICLE

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a questionnaire survey of teacher opinion
about the two pieces of material chosen in section 1..6 for intensive
study, namely, the Thales play and the conics article. As well as
reporting teacher opinion about a wide range of features of the play
and article, data analyses will be reported which enable comparison of
teachers' opinion of the play and the article, and of experienced and
trainee teachers' opinions.

2.2 The Sample

The sample involved in the questionnaire survey consi.,ted of 39
teachers altogether. Of these, 20 were experienced teachers currently
teaching mathematics in 12 different private or Government schools in
the Sydney metropolitan area. The other 19 were trainee teachers in
th0r final year of training as mathematics teachers at Macquarie
University.

2.3 The Questionnaires

The questionnaires used to survey opinions about the Thales play
and the conics article are shown in Appendices D and E, respectively.
These appendices show that the first 22 items in the questionnaire about
the play are identical or parallel to the first 22 items in the
questionnaire about the article. Questionnaires were designed in this
way so that direct and meaningful comparisons could be made between
opinions about the play and opinions about the article.

Appendices D and E also indicate that questionnaire items fall
into a number of distinct subgroups. The first eight items on each
questionnaire deal with the educational aims likely to be satisfied by
the use of the materials. This list of aims, which includes humanizing
mathematics, showing that mathematics has practical applications, and
providing an awareness of the contribution of mathemattcs to society,
was culled from the literature containing claims about educational aims
likely to be satisfied by teaching the history of mathematics (e.g.,
Kinney and Purdy, 1956; Ministry of Education, 1958). Items 10-17 of
each questionnaire are concerned with opinions about which groups of
students might be catered for by the materials. Items 18-22 on each
questionnaire deal with miscellaneous aspects common to the play and
article. Items 23-26 on the questionnaire about the play deal with
miscellaneous aspects unique to the play, while Items 23-28 on the
questionnaire about the article deal with miscellaneous aspects unique
to the article. Item 9 and the last item on each questionnaire are
open-ended items, aimod at gathering additional information, which will
be discussed in more dctail in Chapter 4.

ID



% Questionnaires were sent to, and returned from, experienced
teachers by mail. ,Questionnaires were given out to trainee teachers

, during a regular tutorial time and mare returned to a designated 4
location at Macquarie University. Each teacher was provided with a
copy of the play, the article and each questionnaire, and was requested
to read the play and articld and then to respond anonymously to each
questionnaire. A follow-up letter reminding teachers to return their
completed questionnaires was sent to each teacher one month after
questionnaires were originally distributed.

2.4 Comparison Of Opinions about the Play and Article .

Data from the survey have been organized in Table 1 to permit a
comparison of opinions about the play and the article for each of thp
items common to both questionnaires. This table lists, separately for
the play and the article, how many of the 39 subjects selected each
alternative response to each item, the mean and the standard deviation
for each item; and the results of a t test for dependent samples for
differences between opinions about the play and the article.

An overview of the data in Table 1 indicates that opinions
-ncpressed about the play were more favourable than those expressed about
the article for the large majority of questionnaire items. In fact, it

was found that-the grand mean of the 21 item means in Table 1 was 2.21
for the play but only 2.02 for the article. Moreover, the last column
in Table 1 indicates that opinions about the play were significantly
wc,re favourable (2.05) than opinions about the article on 13 of the
21 items.

The first eight items in Table 1, which are concerned with
opinions about various aims which could be satisfied by use of the
materials, were scored 3, 2 and 1 for the responses Very Useful,
Useful and Not UseLul, respectively. This table shows that the mean
rating of usefulness awarded to the play for satisfying an aim was
higher than the mean rating given to the article for all eight aims.
Moreover, the mean rating of usefulness given to the play was sigLif-
icantly greater than that given to the article for five of the aims,
namely, teaching some history of mathematics, teaching some mathematical
concepts, humanizing mathematics, showing that mathemarics has
practical applications, and providing an awareness of the value of
mathematics to society. Table I also indicates that the mean score
given to the play on the first eight questionnaire items ranged from
1.95 (with eight of the 39 people choosing 'Not Useful') for the aim
4 providing an awareness of the value of mathematics to society, to
2.36 (with three people choosing 'Not Useful') for the aim of teaching
some history of mathematics. For the article, the mean score on the
tirst eight items ranged from 1.57 (with 18 people .hoosing 'Not
Useful') for the aim of providing an awareness of the value of
mathematics to society, to 2.08 (with six pople ch,,osiog 'Not Vseful')
tor the alp: ot teaching some 1istrv of mathematic.;.

10 It ems 10- 1.7 ii,,.isore tea: her ; akoit
odent s Woh 1i h.: cat ored or 1.r.: & rhit :

sc()r ed on t he same t hree-po int scale a5; I hy nrON: IOU t I t 101- t ht"

t sign! i icant d i k.re in t I.e rat fog yen
t t Ii I I. I -!..-! t at I .! :
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about the suitability of materials were significantly more favourable

for the play than the article for Year 7 students of low ability,.

Year 7 students of high ability, Year 9 students of low ability,

Year 9 students of high ability and students with a poor attitude to

mathematics. This last finding is noteworthy in terms of the project's

main aim (of inculcating a positive attitude towards mathematics)

because it shows that teachers considered the play more suitable than

the article for pupils who already have a poor attitude to mathematics.

Opinions about the suitability of materials were more favourable for

the article than the play for Year 11 students of high ability. For

the play, mean scores for this set of items ranged from 1.34 (with 28

teachers choosing 'Not Useful') for Year 11 students of high ability

to 2.25 (with five teachers choosing 'Not Useful') for Year 9 students

of high ability. For the article, mean scores ranged from 1.23 (with

29 choosing 'Not Useful') for Year 7 students of low ability to 2.03

(with eight choosing 'Not Useful') for students with a good attitude

towards mathematics.

Data in Table 1 for Items 10-15 provide useful information about

the grade level at which the present sample of teachers thought that

the materials would best be employed. For the play, mean scores
indicate that the play was thought most useful for Year 7 students of

high ability and Year 9 students. On the other hand, mean scores

indicate that the article was considered most suitable for use by

Grade 9 students of high ability and Year 11 students.

Items 18-22 in Table 1 cover various miscellaneous aspects
common to the play and article, and were scored by allotting 4, 3, 2, 1,

respectively, for the responses Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree and

Strongly Disagree. With this scoring scheme, then, a neutral attitude
would correspond to a score of 2.5. Results for each of these five

items are discussed below.

The mean score for Item 18 indicates that reactions to the

statement that most students would find the material interesting were

virtually neutral for the article and only slightly positive for the

play. This finding is consistent with responses to Items 10-17 which

indicated that the materials were considered differentially suitable

for different students rather than being suitable for all students.

Results for Item 19 reflect teacher opinion about the amount ot

time that would be needed if the materials were used with students.

The mean score of 2.93 for the article reflects reasonable agreement

that the time required to use the article would not be excessive. In

contrast to this, however, the mean score of 2.36 for the play indicates

that teachers held a slightly negative attitude to the statement that

the time required to use the play would r. 't be excessive. Furthermore,

ditierences in opinion about the play and the article were significant

for this item. This finding is an interesting one because it shows
th;lt, despite the relatively high opinions expressed about the play

n mw;t, 01her questionnaixe items, teachers were concerned that the

amount ot time involved in using a mathemati:al play in their teathing

,oulu be excessive.

i ,!,ow:; that, like thc previol;:; itcm, :yin!ons about Item 20

were siriii I tutiv [mire negative tor the play than fig the article. It

w foand II teachers held only a I I hit ly po:Ht ive 111 I I tide I t he

1 1



TABLE 1. Plattern of Responses given by the Total Sample of Teachers to
each Questionnaire Item common to the Play and the Article,
and Significance Tests for Differences in Opinion about the

Play and Article

Questionnaire Item

No. Selecting -

each Alternative
Play/ Stan

Mean
Article Very Not Dev

Use-
use- use-

ful
ful ful

Aims Satisfied by

1111ELALILEil

1. Arousing student Play 13 18 S 2.13 0.73

interest before Article 12 12 14 1.92 0.83

teaching the topic
of similar
triangles/couics

a

2. reaching some history Play 17 19 3 2.36 0.63

of mathematics Article 9 24 6 2.08 0.63

3. Teaching some import- Play 11 20 9 2.08 0.71

apt concepts related Article 4 16 1'. 1.64 0.67

to similar triangles/
conicsa

4 Humanizing mathematics Play 13 23 3 2.26 0.60

Article 22 9 1.96 0.f)7

5. Showing that mathem- Play 15 21 3 2.31 0.62

atics has practical Article 6 19 14 1.80 0.70

applications

v. Providing an aware- Play 6 25 1.95 0.62

ness of the value of Articif 1 19 I., 1.57 0.55

mathematics to society

,
. Providing an apprec- Play / 24 1.98 0.63

iation of ancient Article 4 21 10 1.95 0.69

civilization

. Promoting a better I'la L 27 6 2.00 0.56

attitude towards Article 4 20 14 1.75 0.64

mathematics

1.50

2.72**

3.79***

2.1.2*

4.98***

4.42***

0.22

.,tudents Catered tor 10\

i lay/Article

10. \far f" t I I

1-1 i

1 . 1,e1

Jg11 hi: I 1 \

ee: st

;f111!.

S' f°

hiscl-: F0,11

.4

:1.



TABLE 1. (Cont'd.)

Questionnaire Item

No. Selecting
each Alternative

Play/
Article Very Not

Use-
use- ful

UM*
ful ful

Mean
Stan
D

Students Catered for by
Play/Article (Contwd.)

14. Year 11 students of low
ability

15. Year 11 students of
high ability

16. Students with a good
attitude towards
mathematics

17. Students with a poor
attitude towards
mathematics

Play
Article

Play
Article

3 15 19

8 16 15

2 6 28

9 18 11

Play 12

Article 9

Play 12

Article 4

Miscellaneous (Play and
Article)

18. Most students would
find the material
interesting

19. The amount of time
taken up if the
materials were used
in the classroom
would not be excessive

SA

1.59 0 46 -1.39
1.82 0.75

1.34 0.57
-4.54***

1.95 0.76

20 7 2.13 0.70
21 8 2.03 0.73

17 9 2.08 0,74
15 16 1.54 0.67

D SA

Play 6

Article 1

Play 0

Article 5

20. The use of the Play
materials requires only Article
knowledge and skills
which mathematics
teachers already have

0.66

3.68***

19 13 1 2.77 0.74
21 16 1 2.57 0.60

1.60

20 14 4 2.36 0.68
-3.74***

27 6 1 2.93 0.63

5 18 13 2 2.68 0.77
7 22 10 0 2.93 0.67

21. Materials like this are Play 11

not readily available Article 7

elsewhere

22. The average mathematics Play 10

teacher would not be Article 7

able to write material
like this himself

1111i=1111111111..

25 3 0 3.21 0.57
25 6 1 2.98 0.67

19 9 1 2.98 0.73
24 8 0 2.98 0.63

-2.04*

1.86

0.00

p.,05, ** p,.01, ':** p..001

- Mean for the article was larger than mean for the play

a 'Similac triangles' and 'conics' are contained in the questionnaires about
the play and article, respectively.



statement that the use of the play would require only skills which
the teacher would already have, but that more positive attitudes were
held to the same statement applied to the article. This finding is
also an interesting one as it suggests lack of confidence on the
teachers' part about using plays in their mathematics tuching..

In responding to Items 19 and 20, it is likely that many
' teachers gave their opinions in terms of the time and skill needed

to produce the play on stage. However, evidence discussed.later in
Chapter 3 suggests that the present play can be used quite success-
fully by teachers in a relatively short time in their ordinary mathem-
atics classes. It is suggestee that more favourable responses could
have been obtained for Items 19 and 20 if teachers had been asked to
answer speCifically in terms of the use of the play in the classroom.

Responies to the last two items in Table I were quite similar
and indicate reasonably positive opinions about the statements that
material like the play and article are not readily available elsewhere
and could not readily be written by the average mathematics teacher.
These responses, then, highlight a major educational merit of the
present materials, namely, that teachers perceive them as unique, not
readily available elsewhere and not able to be written by the average
teacher.1

2.5 Responses to Items Unigue to the Play or Article

It can be seen from the two questionnaires shown in the appendices
that the last four items in Appendix D apply only to the play while
the last six items in Appendix E apply solely to the article. Because
it is not possible to make the same comparisons for theae 10 items that
were made for the first 21 items, Table 2 has been constructed to show
the pattern of responses for items unique to either the play or the
article. In scoring each of the items shown in Table 2, the responses,
Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree and Strongly Disagree were allotted
respectively, scores of 4, 3, 2 and 1 as for some of the previous items.

The mean response to each of the four items unique to the play
in Table 2 indicates apositive opinion about each item. The mean of
2.80 for Item 23 indicates a slightly positive opinion to the statement
that the play could be used profitably in the classroom without the
need for a stage or costumes. For Item 24, the mean of 3.31 indicates
a very positive reaction to the statement that the play is very suitable
tor use at the end of the school year. Similarly, the mean of 3.21
for Item 25 indicates a very positive opinion about the statement that
the play would be useful for integrating Mathematics with other subjects

kfspoet.,4; t.o !tem 21 c

mathemat teal pl.'

t books and art {Hes
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TABLE 2. Pattern of Responses given by the Total Sample of Teachers to
each Questionnaire Item Unique to the Play or Article

Questionnaire Item

Miscellaneous (Play only)

23. The play could be used
profitably in the classroom
without the need for a
stage, costumes, etc.

24. The play would be very
suitable for use near the
end of the school year.

25. The play would be useful
for integrating Mathematics
with other subjects like
English or Ancient History.

26. I would use a play like
this in my own mathematics
classes.

Miscellaneous (Article Only)

23. The number of different
characters and ideas is
not too large for an
article of this size.

24. An article like this does
not need a list of
references.

Play/ No. Selecting
Article each Alternative

SA A D SD

Play 6 21 10 2

Play 14 23 2 0

Play 11 25 3 0

Play 6 21 7 4

2i. The story related LI this
article is clearly relevant
to the topic of conics.

2-. The mathematics on pages
32-36 is clearly relevant
to the resz. of the article.

. This article would be
suitable for direct student
use in mathematics projects,

2-. 1 would use an article like
this in planning my own
L.athematics lessons.

Mean
Stan
Dev

Article 1 29 7 2

Article 2 18 14 5

Article 0 16 19 4

Article 2 15 1. 3

Article 2 2', 9 3

Airicle 2 20 14 3

2.80 0.77

3.31 0.57

3.21 0.57

2.76 1.34

2.75 0.60

2.44 0.79

2.31 0.66

2.43 0.71

2.6' 0.0

2,54 0.72



like Eislish or Ancient History. This finding is consistent with
claims *.r ae literature that teaching of the history of mathematics
is a us,eul way of integrating asthmatics with other subjacCs like
English ar4 History (e.g., Minidtry of Education, 1958; Dirac, 1976).
Despite the high means for Items 24 and 25, however, Table 2 indicates
that only a m3derately positive opinion, with a mean of 2.76, was
expressed for the statement about actually using the play in the
teachers' own classrooms. That is, despite the fact that teachers
expressed laudatory opinions about numerous features of the play, only
27 of the 39 teachers agreed that they would actually use such .a
play in their own classrooms. This pattern of responses, however, is
consistent with data shown for Items 19 and 20 in Table 1 which
suggest the existence of a feeling among teachers that the play could
absorb excessive amounts of class time and could require some skills not
possessed by the average mathematics teacher.

The data in Table 2 indicate that a fairly neutral opinion was
held of each of the six questionnaire items applicable to the article
only, with mean item scores covering a small range from 2.31 for Item
25 to 2.75 for Item 23. Although strongly negative opinions were not
expressed about any of these items related to the article, the lack
of any strongly positive opinions can be contrasted with the findings
for Items 24 and 25 related to the play. The consistent pattern of
fairly neutral attitudes to Items 23 to 26 is noteworthy as they
provide important feedback information about teachers' neutral reactions
to four specific :Aspects of the writing style of the present article.
It would be speculated, then, that teachers' attitude to the present
article might improve if it were rewritten so that it incorporated
less characters and ideas, contained a list of references, showed more
clearly the connection between the story and the topic of conics, and
better related the mathematics on pages 32-36 of the article to the
rest of the article.

2.6 Differencea in Opinion between Experienced and Trainee Teachers

Whereas the previous section was devoted to a discussion of the
opinions held of the play and the article by the total sample of
teachers, attention in this section will turn to comparing and
contrasting the opinions held by the 20 experienced teachers with those
held by the 19 trainee teachers. Data on differences in opinion
between experienced and trainee teachers are shown in Table 3 for the
play and in Table 4 for the article. These tibles show, for each
questionnaire item, the experienced teachers' mean, the trainee
teachers' mean, and the results of t tests for independent samples for
differences between experienced teachers' and trainee teachers'
opinions.

The mean scores recorded for the play in Table 3 indicate that,
with the exception of only a few items, trainee teachers expressed a
more favourable opinion than did experienced teachers. This pattern
(An be further illustrated by examining the grand mean of all 25 item
means in Table 3, which was 2.52 for trainee teachers but only 2.18
tor experienced teachers. Furthermore, the t tests revealed that
these differences in opinion between experienced and trainee teachers
were significant for the following eight items: trainee teachers'
ratings of the usefulness of the play weresignifi( ant ly higher th,in
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those of experienced teachers for four aims (arousing student interest

in the topic of similar triangles before teaching it, teaching some

important topics related to similar triangles, humanizing mathematics,

and promoting a better attitude towardsmathematics); trainee teachers'

ratings of the suitability of the play for Year 9 students of low

ability and for students with a poor attitude towards mathematics were

significantly more favourable than the ratings given by experienced

teachers; trainee teachers' ratings of the usefulness of the play for

integrating Mathematics with other subjects like Anglish or Ancient

Historywere significantly higher than the ratings given by experienced

teachers; and trainee teachers' attitudes to actually using such a

play in their own classroomsweresignificantly"more favourable than

experienced teachers' attitudes. The results for this last item are

particularly interesting and reveal that the willingness to actually

use a mathematical play in one's teaching was considerably greater

among trainee teachers than amonctst experienced teachers.

Data like those reported for the play in Table 3 are shown for

the article in Table 4. The data in Table 4 indicate high overall

similarity in the opinions of the article held by experienced and

trainee teachers. This similarity is further illustrated by the grand

mean of the item means which was 2.14 for experienced teachers.and

2.13 for trainee teachers. Of the 27 items in the questionnaire about

the play, significant differences in the opinions of experienced and

trainee teachers occurred for only two items, namely Items 24 and 25.

The interpretation of these two findings was that experienced teachers

expressed more favourable opinions than trainee teachers to the

statement that such an article does not need a list of references and to

the statement that the story related in the article is clearly relevant

to the topic of conics.

It is interesting to contrast the present findings for the article

with the previous findings for the play. Whereas traiuee teachers held

clearly more favourable opinions of the play than did experienced

teachers, opinions of the article were fairly comparable for experienced

and trainee teachers. While there were significant differences for

eight items on the questionnaire about the play (with trainee

teachers expressing more favourable attitudes in all cases), there were

significant differences for only two items on the questionnaire about

the article (with experienced teachers expressing more favourable

attitudes in both these cases).

2./ Summary

The present chapter described a survey of the opinions held by

20 experienced teachers and 19 trainee teachers towards various features

of the Thales play and the conics article. As well as providing

valuable data on teacher opinion about numerous specific aspects of

the materials, two more general patterns emerged. Firstly, teachers'

opinions of the play were generally more favourable than their

opinions of the article. Secondly, while experienced and trainee

teachers wer lound to hold fairly comparable opinions about the article,

it was found that trainee teachers' opinions of the play were apprec-

iably more iavuurable than those held by experienced teachers.



tkOLA J. Means or, end. bigniricance 'Lest* for Differences between,
Experienced Teachers and Tfainee Teachers for each Item of
the Questionnaire about the Play

Questionnaire Item
Teachers' Mean

Experienced Trainee

Aims Satisfied by the lux

1. Arousing student interest before teaching
the topic of similar triangles; 1.80 2.48 3.22**

2. Teaching some history of mathematics. 2.30 2.42 0.59

3. Teaching some important concepts related
to similar triangles. 1.80 2.37 2.75**

4. Humanizing mathematics. 1.95 2.58 3.87***

5. Showing that mathematics has practical
applications. 2.10 2.53 0.82

6. Providing an awareness of the value of
mathematics to society. 1.90 2.00 0.51

7. r'roviding an appreciation of ancient
civilization. 2.05 1.90 -0.77

8. Promoting a better attitude towards
mathematics. 1.75 2.27 3.19**

Students Catered for by the Play

10. Year 7 students of low ability 1.60 1.95 1.34 .

11. Year 7 students of high ability 2.10 2.37 1.27

12. Year 9 students of low ability 1.55 2.58 2.04*

13. Year 9 students of high ability 2.10 2.37 0.45

14. Year 11 students of low ability 1.45 1.74 1.41

15. Year 11 students of high ability 1.25 1.42 0.92

16. Students with a good attP.,ude towards
mathematics 1.95 2.32 1.68

17. Students with a poor attitude towards
mathematics 1.70 2.4-

Miscellaneous

Most students would find the material
interesting.

lg. The amount of time taken up if the -laterLils

wt.re used in tl:e classroom wo;.!ld

excessive. z.

i.21

2.4-

3.

I
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TABLE 3. (Coned.)

.11.11111=10111

Teachers' Mean
Questionnaire Item

Experienced Trainee

Miscellaneous (Coned.)

20. The use of the materials requires only
knowledge and skills which mathematics
teachers already have. 2.65 2.70 0.07

21. Material like this is not readily
available elsewhere. 3.25 3.16 -0.49

22. The average mathematics teacher would
not be able to write material like
this himself. 3.20 2.74 -1.94

23. The play could be used profitably in
the classroom without the need for
a stage, costumes, etc. 2.80 2.79 -0.04

24. The play w6uld be very suitable for
use near the end of the school year. 3.15 3.48 1.84

25. The play would be useful for integrating
Mathematics with other subjects like
English or Ancient History. 3.00 3.42 2.45*

26. I would use a play like this in my own
mathematics classes. 2.33 3.21 3.83**

p .05, ** p. .01, .::** p-.001

i'.xperienced teachers' mean was larger than trainee teachers' mean



TABLE 4. Means of, and Significance Tests for Differences between,

Experienced Teachers and Trainee Teachers for each Item
of the Questionnaire about the Article

Teachers Mean
Questionnaire Item

Experienced Trainee

Aims Satisfied by the Article

1. Arousing student interest before teaching
the topif; gf conics. 1.85 2.06 0.77

2. Teaching some history of mathematics. 2.15 2.00 -0.75

3- Teaching some 4mportant concepts relatei

to conics. 1.60 1.69 0.12

4. Humanizing mathematics. 1.90 2.06 0.72

5, Showing that mathematics has practical
applications. 1.65 1.95 1.34

6. Providing an awareness of the value of
mathematics to society. 1.60 1.53 -0.42

7. Providing'an appreciation of ancient

. civilization. 2.05 1;84 -0.95

Promoting a better6attitude towards

mathematics. 1.75 1.74 -0.07

Students Catered for by the Article

10. Year 7 students of low ability 1.20 1.32 0.81

11. Year 7 students of high ability 1.50 1.48 -0.13

12. Year 9 stulents of low ability 1.45 1.37 -0.50

13. lear 9 students of high ability 1.-5 1.95 0.81

14. Year II students of low lbility 1. '0 1.95 1.01

15. Near 11 students of high ability

t.udents with a good attitude t.owatls

mathematfts

I.-) 2.16

-0. '2

I-. tudents with A poor attit:ii, tow.1:(1:;

nlathematics
k )1. 0.90
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TABLE 4. (Cont'd.)

Questionnaire Item
Teachers' Mean

Experienced Trainee

Miscellaneous

18.

19.

Most students would find the material
interesting. 2.45 2.69 1.24

The amount of time taken up if the materials
were used in the classroom would not be

2.85 3.00 0.75excessive.

20. The use of the materials requires only
knowledge and skills which mathematics
teachers already have.

21. Material like this is not readily
available elsewhere.

22. The average mathematics teachers would

not be able to write material like
this himself.

23. The number of different characters and
ideas is not too large for an article
of this size.

24. .111 article like this does not need a

list of references.

2.). The story related in this article is
clearly relevant to the topic of

conics.

The mathematics on pages 32-36 is
clearly relevant to the rest of the
article.

2 . article would be suitable for
direct student use in mathematics
.)rotects.

would use an article like this in
own mathematics lessons.

2.85

2.95

3.00

3.00

0.70

0.23

3.05 2.90 -0.77

2.80 2.69 -0.60

2.70 2.16 -2.25*

2.55 2.06 -2.52*

2.5s, 2.2'

2. - r -1 1

')
t 2,4.z -1,00

.01, p .001

teace:s' Wd6 larger that: trainee teacners'
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CHAPTER 3

CHANGES IN AFFECTIVE AND COGNITIVE OUTCOMES AMONG

PUPILS USING THE THALES PLAY

3.1 Introduction

Whereas the previous chapter descr.ibed a questionnaire survey of
teacher opinion about certain materials, this chapter desoribes an
investigation of affective and cognitive outcomes among students
actually using some materials. The conics article was excluded from
this investigation because, as the articles are intended mainly for
use by teachers in preparing introductions to lessons, it would be
extremely difficult to ascertain whether any observed changes in pupils
should be attributed to the article per se or to the teacher's skill
in preparing and teaching. On the other hand, the Thales play was
considered suitable for the present investigation because it had been
written for direct use by students. The main purpose of this chapter
is to describe the design, execution and results of an investigation
of changes experienced by a sample of pupils during their use of the
ThaIes play.

3.2 The Sample

The sample of students involved in the present part of the study
consisted-tsof 117 Year 9 students in four different classes, ea0 in a

different school. Of these four schools, two were coeducational high
schools in the Sydney metropolitan area, one was a Catholic girls'
school in the Sydney metropolitan area, and the other was a Catholic
boys' school in a country town close to Sydney. The number of boys in

the sample was 55 while the number of girls was 62.

It should he apprcciated that, for a variety of reasons, the
sample employed in the present study was relatively small and not
randomly chosen. Instead, the sample was chosen for reasons 0
convenience and in such a way as to obtain a reasonable spreaebi
geographic areas, types of schools, and pupil general ability, attitude
to mathematics and sex. For these reasons, caution should be exercised
in generalizing any findings from the present research to a wider
,)opulation ot interest. In particular, as the teachers involved
volunteered te use the play, it is possible that these teachers could
le atypical ot the population of mathematics teachers in some respects.

s . . tr:le the 1)1..iv

ihe ihales play was used in each ot the four classes in the present

,Atopli during the ln:d month of the 1 9/6 school vear. In each case, the

.
w.is no produced on the stape but used in normal mathematics

. ;I, Is, with ditietent students reading aloud the dialogue for various
.iud with students acting out parts of the play where approp-

t1. Alt the project director intended his plays to be actually



produced on* stage, the Thales play was simply used in regular
mathematici classrooms because it was thought that the play would
41timate1y be used by more mathematics teachers in this way than as a
more elaborate stage production. The foftr teachers involvid in the
study devoted two or three forty-minute class periods to the use of the
play.

Prior to using the play in the classrodim, each teacher administered
the test of affective and cognitive outcomes described in the Aext
section. Teachers readministered the same test as a posttest Aoon after
completing use of the play. Moreover, teachers were instructed not to
teach the topic of similar triangs as a follow-up to the play unpil
after the posttesting was finished. This simple precaution WAS taken
so that, if any changes were observed in pupil understanding of the
topic of similar triangles, these changes could be attributed to the
experience of doing the play.rather than to some teaching on the
specific topic occurring between pretest and posttest.

3.4 Student Questionnaire

The questionnaire which was answered by the students, together
with scoring procedures, is shown fully in Appendix F. Appendix F
indicates that the first page of the questionnaire contains 14 Likert-
type attitude items whilst the second page contains five multiple-
choice items measuring cognitive achievement.

The attitude items in Appendix F fall into two distinct groups.
The first group, namely Items 2, 7, 10 and 13, measure four specific
pupil attitudes which could change during the time of use of the play.
The four specific attitudes are attitude to learning about the lives
of ancient mathematicians (Item 2), attitude to learning about the
.history of mathematics (Item 7), attitude to the practical applications
of mathematics in daily life (Item 10), and attitude to including
mathematical plays in mathematics lessons (Item 13). Scores on these
four attitude items were not combined to form a meaningful total
score but, instead, were used as four distinct attitudinal criteria.

The second group of attitude items in Appendix F comprise a
10-item attitude to mathematics scale A7eve1oped by Keeves (1974). A

student's total score is obtained by-summing scores obtained for
Items 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 14. While Keeves (1974)
reported an u reliabiLity estimate of 0.83 when this scale was used
with a sample of 140 Year 7 pupiIs in Canberra, the .1 coefficient for

the preflt.rq sAawle ot 117 Year 9 students was tound to he 0.85 at

pretesting And U.S8 At posttesting.

The tt,asou for usin y Attitude s'.a!e was not fhAl t As

thought thAt pupils would undergo appreciable changes in general
attitude to mathematics during the use ol a single play. Rather, it

wa!; used to turaish data which would permit An investigation of the

ditferential effectivenes the play tor pupils of differing attitudes

toward mAtheAties. This whole i-istic of tf:, dilferential effectivem.s,.

of the play for different t,tudents will l'err .le (0 discussion

in the next Section. it should ako hi. poi: out tkAt, hecAuse of

t he purposes to which t he t itude to mat hi:mat 1. s a were put ,

single measure t hi ' i t i nn would hAve
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sufficed. The attitude to mathematics itemss.however, were
administered at pretesting and posttesting for tuo reasons. Firstly,

it proved convenient because it reduced the costs involved in printing

two separate questionnaires and because it simplified teachers'
instructions for administration by.having identical questionnaires on

the two occasions. Secondly, the intention of the four items measuring
specific attitudes relevant to the play was made a little less obvious

to pupils by interspersing these items with the 10 items measuring

general attitude to mathematics.

The five multiple-choice items in Appendix F measure areas of

cognitive achievement which could be expected to improve due to using

the play. While Item 1 measures knowledge of the approximate time when
Thales lived, Item 2 measures knowledge of Thales' birthplace, and
Items 3-5 each measure application of the concept of similar triangles.

3.5 Choice of Mediating Variables

It is quite possible that a given set of curriculum materials may
not be equally effective for all pupils but, instead, be differentially

effective for different pupils. For this reason, various writers have

advocated the inclusion of certain variables, termed mediating variabies,

in curriculum evaluation research in order to permit the investigation

of differential curricular effectiveness for different sorts of

students (e.g., McKeachie, 1963; Cronbach, 1967).

In the present study, three such mediating variables were
included. First, pupil general ability scores, obtained from school
records by participating teachers, were included. General ability was

considered a particularly important variable to include because the
project director's stated aim was to inculcate favourable attitudes
irrespective of student ability (see section 1.2). Second, pupil

general attitude to mathematics was measured with Keeves' (1974) scale

described in the previous section. Third, student sex was included

as a mediating variable because of the weight of evidence in the
literature indicating that boys can vary appreciably from girls in
mathematics achievement and attitudes towards mathematics (Turner,

1971; Keeves, 1973; Fennema, 1974). The purpose of including these
three variables, then, was to permit an examination of the differential
effectiveness of the present play in promoting desirable changes on
the present affective and cognitive criteria for pupils of different

genergl abilities, different attitudes towards mathematics and different

sexes.

6 Results for Attitudinal Outcomes

Table 5 shows, ior each of the four items measuring specific
attitudes related to the play, pretest means, posttest means, and
results of t tests for dependent samples for changes occurring between

prett2st and posttest. These data are shown in Table 5 fer the whole

sample of 117 students and separately for the sample stratified
according to student general ability, general mathematics attitude and

s(x. Each pupil was classified as having either a high or a low level
ot general ability and either a high or a low level of general mathem-

atics attitude accordiruz to whether his or her scores were above or

below the total sample's median for general ability and general



mathematics attitude, respectively. Using this procedure, it was found
that 52 pupils formed the high general ability group while 65 formed the
low general ability greup, and that 56 pupils formed the high mathem- .

atics attitude group while 61 formed the low mathematics attitude group.

The data for Item 2 in Table 5 indicate that a negligible change
occurred during the use of the play in attitude to the statement that -
it would be a waste of time learning about,the lives of ancient
mathematicians. It was found that this small and nonsignificant change
for Item 2 occurred for the sample as a whole and for the sample
stratified according to each of the three variables of general ability,
mathematics att4tude and sex.

For Item 7, it was found that the total sample experienced a
significant improvement (e.05) between pretest and posttest in attitude
to the statement that learning about the history of mathematics would
be interesting. It was also found that a significant improvement on
Item 7 occurred for both the high and the low general ability group,
and for both the high and the low general mathematics attitude group.
When the sample was stratified according to sex, however, it was
found that the changes in attitude undergone on Item 7 differed markedly
for boys and girls. Whereas boys' changes in attitude on this item
were relatively small and nonsignificant, girls' changes were larger and
significant. This finding, then, suggests that the play was more
effective for girls than boys in promoting a favourable attitude to
learning some history of mathematics. This latter finding is partic
ularly noteworthy because, as will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4, the Thales play contains only a small number of very minor
parts for girls.

Results for Item 10 in Table
nonsignificant change occurred for
the statement that mathematics has
life. This finding of a small and
oc,:urred for the sample stratified
mathematics attitude and sex.

5 indicate that a quite small and
the whole sample in attitude to
few practical applications to daily
nonsignificant difference also
according to general ability,

Data for the last item in Table 5 indicate that the sample as a
whole experienced a significant improvement between pretest and
posttest in attitude towards using mathematical plays in mathematics
lessons. Moreover, when the sample was stratified according to
general mathematics attitude, it was found that the play proved
differentially effective for pupils of different general mathematics
attitude in promoting improved attitudes towards mathematical plays.
Whereas pupils with a higher level of general attitude towards
mAthematics experienced a significant improvement in their attitude

711thematical plays, students of lower general mathematics attitude
0,;,erienced a smaller and nonsignificant change in their attitude tu
v.tthematical plays. This finding, then, suggests thAt pupils who
already have J more tavourable attitude to leatnitw, mathematics arc

re 1 i kt I v to OIl 0 vi. a mat homat I a I pla V t /..111 1111H I s wit h les!:

.avourahlo attitude::.

I ii s uMma , . seen 1 t.) -1 1.th hat t t ot al !-;attip I e

expo T I (*IR ed yi! ' improvertletlI t et t he I f.(11' Spec' it ic
r It Ildt; !!'1' c'I I . !I !IJI I et I! 01 r." t 1.st- nt erprt,to '(1 quit 0
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Significance Tests for Differences between Pretest and Postteat
on each Attitude Item for the Whole Sample and for Subsamples

Stratified according to General Ability, Mathematics Attitude
and Sex

Itern

2, It would be a waste of time
learning about the lives of
mathematicians who lived
thousands of yeais ago.a

7. Learning about the history
mathematics would be
interesting.

of

10. Mathematics has few practical
applications to daily life.a

13. 1 wuuld enjoy mathematics
lessons more if they included
some plays related to
mathematics.

p.01,

Sample
Means

Pre Post

Whole sample 2.98 3.05 0.50

High general ability 3.23 3.44 1.35

Low general ability 2.78 2.72 -0.38

High math. attitude 3.32 3.54 1.57

Low math. attitude 2.67 2.61 -0.37

Boys 2.62 2.66 0.22

Girls 3.31 3.39 0.52

Whole sample 2.61 3.00 3.93***

High general ability 2.88 3.33 2.92**

Low general ability 2.38 2.74 2.65**

High math. attitude 3.04 3.48 3.38**

Low math. attitude 2.21 2.56 2.30*

Boys 2.22 2.49 1.97

Girls 2.95 3.45 3.49**

Whole sample 3.57 3.69 1.47

High general ability 3.67 3.77 0.i4

Low general ability 3.49 3.63 1.20

High math. attitude 3.67 4.02 1.21

Low math. attitude 3.30 3.39 0.66

Boys 3.h2 3.95 1.0-

6irls 3.35 3.47 1.00

Whole sample 3.12 3.36 2.22*

High general ability 3.2 3.52 1.83

Low general ability 3.12 3.2 's 1.32

High math. attitude 3.25 3.52 2.27'

Low math. attitude 3.13 1.2( 1.00

Boys 3.02 3.27 1.59

Girls 3.2() 3.4- 1,54

001t

Post test scores were lower than pretest scores
Scoring on thih item has been reversed so that d higher score corresponds
to a more positive attitude
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favourably especially when it is remembered that the play only occupied
about two or three normal teaching periods. Moreover, it is of
interest to compare the magnitude of the changes occurring in the mean

4am. score for these two items with the magnitude of those occurring for the
general attitude to mathematics scale. It was found that the mean
score on the whole 10-item general attitude to mathematics scale
changed only about 0.14 of a raw score point (or 0.014 points per item)
between pretest and posttest. Of course, this result is to be
anticipated as a play occupying two or three class periods could not
be expected to have an appreciable impact on pupils' teneral attitude
to mathematics. These very small changes in means for items measuring
general attitude to mathematics, however, can be contrasted with the
changes in item means of 0.39 and 0.26 which occurred for the two
specific attitudes, namely those measured by Items 7 and 13 for which
significant improvements occurred between pretest and posttest.

3.7 Results for the Cognitive Outcomes

Whereas Table 5 summarized analyses for the four specific
attitudinal outcomes, Table 6 summarizes data from analogous analyses
performed for the five cognitive outcomes (Which are measured by items
appearing on the second page of the questionnaire in Appendix F). It
should be pointed out, however, that the t tests used previously with
data for the attitude items, which were scored on a five-point scale,
are not applicable to the dichotomously scored multiple-choice
cognitive items. Instead, the statistical technique chosen for testing
the significance of differences between pretest and posttest perform-
ance on the dichotomously scored cognitive items was a z test for
correlated proportions. The original development of this z test has
been described by McNemar (1947), while its application in curriculum
evaluation studies has been discussed in more detail in Fraser (1973).

Table 6 shows, for each of the five cognitive criteria, the
number of students correct on the pretest, the number correct on the
posttest, and the results of the z tests for differences between
pretest and posttest performance. Furthermore, Lhis table displays
these data for the sample as a whole and separately for the sample
stratified according to pupil general ability, general attitude to
mathematics and sex.

The results in Table 6 for the first cognitive item, which
measures knowledge of the approximate time when Thales lived, indicate
that a significant improvement in performance on this item did occur
tor the sample as a whole. Moreover, it was found that improvement on
this p.Irticular item did vary with pupil general ability, mathematics
attitude and sex. While the high general ability group, the high
mathematics attitude group and boys experienced A significant increase
in performance on Item 1 between pretest and posttest, changes were
nonsignificant for the low general ability group, the low mathematics
attitude group and girls. This finding suggests that the play was more
successful in bringing about improved knowledge of the time when Thales
lived tor pupils of high general ability, ti upi ls of high generof
.Ittitude to mathematics and for boys.

The of the second Item in Tahlf. n
hirthpldee. Fhe dltn shown 1 or

me,n;ure knowledyc
i o hat
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significant improvement in performance betweenTrotest and posttest
did occur for the simple as a whole and for each subeemple formed by
stratifying according to general ability, mathematics attitude and
sex. The present pattern of findings, therefore, suggest that the play
was Successful in promoting an improvement in knowledge of Thales'

birthplace.and that this improvement was independent of student general
ability, mathematics attitude and sex.

The pattern Of results shown in Table 6 is very similar for Items
3, 4 And 5, which each measure application of the concept of similar
triangles. It was found that differences between pretest and posttest
performance were nonsignificant both for the sample as a whole and for
each subsample formed by stratifying according to general ability,
mathematics attitude and sex. These results suggest that the use of
the play was ineffective in promoting the aim of applying the concept
of similar triangles. This finding that pupils actually experienced
little gain in.their learning about similar triangles can be contrasted
with the data.from the teacher survey (Table 1) which showed that
teachers tended to feel that the play would be effective in teaching
concepts related to similar triangles. It should also be emphasized
that, because many students in the present sample of Year 9 students
already had a reasonable understanding of the topic of similar
triangles prior to using the play, the number getting Items 3 and 4
correct at pretesting was high and left little scope for improvement.
However, this was not the case for Item 5, and therd was plenty of
scope for an improvement in performance on this item if the play were
effective.

It is interesting o contrast the results for the first two
cognitive items measuring simple historical knowledge with the last
three items measuring application of mathematical concepts. It was .

found (Table 6) that the sample as a whole experienced a significant
improvement on both of the items measuring simple historical knowledge
but underwent smaller and nonsignificant changes on all three items
measuring application of mathematical concepts. It would appear, then,
that the present use of the Thales play was more effective in promoting
improvement in historical knowledge than in promoting improvement in
mathematical achievement.

3.8 Discussion

This chapter has described an investigation of the changes in
affective and cognitive outcomes occurring among a sample of Year 9
students who used the Thales play. Although a number of interesting
findings emerged, results should be considered tentative for two
important reasons outlined below. Firstly, it has already been pointed
out in section 3.2 that the present sample, although representing a
wide cross-section of students along several dimensions, was still
fairly small, nonrandomly chosen and comprised of students whose
teachers had volunteered to use the play. Secondly, the method of
exploring differential curricular effectiveness in Table 5 by using
t tests on subsamples does not provide as rigorous a test as some
analysis of covariance techniques would. The latter technique, however,
was considered unnecessarily sophisticated for the nature of the
present data and, at any rate, no technique analogous to analysis of
covariance is available for the dichotomously-scored data of Table 6.



TABLE O. Significance Tests for Differences between Preiest and Posttest
on each Achievement Item for the Whole Sample and for Subsamples
Stratified According to General Ability, Mathematics Attitude
and Sex

Alm Measured by Item Sample
Sample
Size

No. Correct
z .

Pre Post --

1. Knowledge of the approximate
time when Thales lived.

Whole sample

High general

117 :IQ 58 2.90**

ability 52 19 35 3.58***
Low general
ability 65 20 23 0.63

High math. att. 56 17 29 2.56*
Low math. att. 61 22 29 1.53

Boys 55 19 30 2.29*
Girls 62 20 28 1.79

2. Knowledge of Thales'
birthplace.

Whole sample

High general

117 49 107 7.49***

ability 52 24 50 5.10***
Low general
ability 65 25 57 549***

High math. att. 56 25 51 4.91***
Low math. att. 61 24 56 5.66***

Boys 55 20 51 5.57***
Girls 62 29 56 5.01***

3. Application of the concept
of similar triangles.

Whole sample

High general

117 111 106 -1.51

ability 52 52 49 1.73
Low general
ability 65 59 57 0.71

High math. att. 56 53 53 0.00
Low math. att. 61 58 53 -1.89

Boys 55 54 52 -1.41

Girls 62 57 54 1.00

(c(mt'd. ncxt pdge)
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TABU 6. (Coned.)

Aim Measured by Item Sample
Sample No. Correct
Size Pre Post

4. Application of the concept
of similar triangles.

Whole sample

High general

117 107 108 0.45

ability 52 52 51 -1.00

Low general
ability 65 55 57 1.00

High math. att. 56 49 52 1.73

Low math. att. 61 58 56 -1.41

Boys 55 55 53 -1.41

Girls 62 52 55 1.73

5. Application of the concept

of similar triangles.

Whole sample

High general

117 69 72 0.69

ability 52 40 38 0.63

Low general
ability 65 29 34 1.66

High math. att. 56 34 35 0.38

Low math. att. 61 35 37 0.58

Boys 55 43 45 0.58

Girls 62 26 27 0.38

* p.05, ** p.01, *** pe..001

- Number of students correct on the posttest was smaller than the number

correct on the prett-st.

RI;



The analyses reported in this chapter revealed that the present
sample underwent significant changes on both affective and cognitive
outcomes during the time of using the Thales play. Of the four
specific attitudes Measured, significant improvements were found to
occur between pretest and posttest on two, namely attitude to learning
about the history of mathematics and attitude to using historical
plays. Significant changes were also found to occur on the two cognitive
items measuring knowledge of simple historical facts, namely the time
when Thales lived and Thales' birthplace. However, differences between
pretest and posttest performance were nonsignificant for each of the
three cognitive items measuring application of the concept of similar
triangles. The present finding of significant differences on four out
of nine outcomes considered,Which is about nine times the number expected
by chance, suggests that the Thales play did have an appreciable and
favourable impact on students.

This finding of several changes in students is particularly
noteworthy because an average of only two or three class periods was
devoted to the use of the play and because the study was conducted
during the last month of the school year when student morale could be
expected to have been relatively low.

Some evidence was also found to suggest that the Thales play was
differentially effective for different students. Girls, but not boys,
experienced a significant improvement in attitude to learning about
the history of mathematics. While students of higher general attitude
towards mathematics experienced a significant improvement in attitude
to using mathematical plays, students of lower general attitude
experienced a small and nonsignificant change. Improvement in pupil
knowledge of the time when Thales lived was significant for pupils of
higher general ability, higher general mathematics attitude and boys,
but was nonsignificant for pupils of lower general ability, lower
general mathematics attitude and girls.
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CHAPTER . 4

IMPRESSIONISTIC EVALUATION

4.1 Introduction

1

The previous two chapters have described parts of the present

evaluative study yhich involved a fairly structured examination of a

limited range of materials. In fact, Chapter 2 described a survey of

teacher opinion about the Thales play and the conigs article while

Chapter 3 described changes in cognitive and affective outcomes

experienced by pupils using the Thales play. In contrast to previous

chapters, this chapter is devoted to a more impressionistic evaluation

of a broader variety of aspects and range of materials.

One source of impressionistic evaluative information was a group

of five experts - a historian of mathematics, two mathematics educators

and two drama critics - who provided their views about the Thales play,

the conics article, or both. Each of the exports was left free to

comment on any aspect of the material they wished rather than being

requested to respond to specific questions. Nevertheless, each expert

was specifically requested to provide opinions about the overall

efficacy and usefulness of the materials (summative evaluation) and to

identify any specific weaknesses which might be improved in any future

rewritten versions of the materials (formative evaluation).

4.2 Impressions of a Historian of Mathematics

Appendix G contains the impressions of the Thales play and the

conics article provided by a historian of mathematics, namely Dr John

Pottage of the Department of History and Philosophy of Science at the

University of Melbourne. While the reader is encouraged to read the

illuminating comments in Appendix G in full, some salient points are

listed below.

The following overall comments were made about the play and

art it-lc.

.ihc play is considered valuable and should be published

tor school use after modification.

The conics article is not considered valuable because it

is historically misleading and because of the confusing

juxtdposition t,f- mathematics and Greek myths.

H. Ahove c,wwient,; Arc particularly interesting hetause they are

cAnsistent wtth th linding from the survey of teacher opinion

ichapter indicated that teachers tended ,o view the Thales

piay more tavourablv than the conics article.

Ihe !
-.petific criticisms were made of the Thales play.

Aiy! it I; o: t he method i ni i I a r trialw,les an he

tound in hi.,torical records which pre-date the time 01

Thales by centuries.



The assertion that Thales was exaCtly 60 years old in
640 B.C. is more precise than present historical knowledge
permits.

Thales' method of measuring the height 'of a pyramid would
not work if Thales' shadow were a half or a third of his
height because, then, the pyramid would throw no shadow at
all owing to its shape.

Measuring a ship's distance out to sea using a five foot
staff may not be any more accurate than an experienced
look,out's estimate.

Greeks of this period did not measure angles in "degrees"
as suggested in the play.

In addition to modifications suggested by the above comments, other
positive suggestions were to

include a few historical notes (disclaimers) with the
play so that the readeryouldn't take everything too
literally.

add suggestions about possible discussion and field
work which the teacher could conduct after the play had
been used.

4.3 Impressions of Two Mathematics Educators

Appendix H contains a statement of impressions of the Thales
play and the conics article provided by two mathematics educators
responsible for the training of mathematics teachers in two different
universities. The first opinion in Appendix H was obtained from Mr
Ken Clements of the Faculty of Education at Monash University while
the second opinion came from Mr Brian Low of the School of Education
at Macquarie University. Some of the salient comments from Appendix H
are summarized below.

. Both mathematics educators contended that the Thales
play was more worthwhile than the conics article. (This
is consistent with discussion in section 4.2)

. A booklet containing numerous matheMatical plays would
be valuable.

. The idea of bringing the history of mathematics into
the classroom is laudatory.

. The conics article is suitable mainly for students who
already have a favourable attitude to mathemati, .

. The Thales play may be more suitable for use as a
followup to work on similar triangles than as an
introduction to the topi-.

. In-service education would be needed before teachers
could put the materials to optimum urx.
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4.4 Impressions of Two Drama Critics

Appendix I contains the impressions of the Thales play solicited

from two drama critics from the School of Education at Macquarie

University. The first statement in Appendix I was made by Ms Sandra

Alexander, who is involved in media education, and the second statement

was made by Mrs Nel George, who is responsible for the training of

English teachers. Some of the comments contained in Appendix I are

summarized below.

. Both drama critics considered that the Thales play had

a number of positive dramatic qualities including its

dialogue, settings and movement.

. The play is useful for integrating subject areas.

. The cast is large enough to involve a sizeable
proportion of a clas9.

. The play would be re: tively easy to produce.

. There is a lack of parts for girls.

4.5 Teachers' Impressions

The main source of teachers' impressions of the Thales play and ,

conics article dere responses to some open-ended questions contained

in the questionnaires used in the survey described in Chapter 2. It

can be seen from Appendices D and E that Item 0 and the last item in

each questionnaire are open-ended questions designed to solicit

teachers' impressions. The following comments wade by teachers on the

open-ended questions were virtually identical to experts' comments

discussed in sections 4.2 - 4.4.

It is impossible to distinguish history and myth in

the conics article.

. There are too few femal parts in the Thales play.

Some of the other interesting comments made by teachers on the

open-ended items are listed below.

The play should be modified to make it suitable for use

in the classroom rather than on stage.

The play requires some explicit directions to actors
for demonstrating the method of measuring distances of

ships out to sea.

The play would be useful for motivating students but

not for teaching some mathematics.

The play would give students of Low mathematical ability

a chance to really participate in some mathematics lessons.

There is a need for this sort of article, but the conics

iirticle is not very well written.

The article is too condensed and contains too Taany ideas

and characters.

The article doesn't make it really clear how conics were

used to solve the Delian problem.

4



The four teachers who actually used the Thales play in their
classrooms forthe part of the evaluation study 4described in Chapter 3
were able to provide insightful reactions to the. 1day. In general,
these four teachers were in agreement that the.play

was favourably received by students.

could be used effectively in the classroom, withoui
the need for,a timeconsuming stage production.

4.6 Project Director's Impressions

In any innovative project, the role played by the project director
is crucial in determining the nature and success of the project. Also,
in the evaluation of an innovative project, the impressions of the
project director himself constitute a most valuable source of evaluative
information. For this reason, the project director was asked to
provide a statement of his impressions. Some salient points from the
project director's statement, which is fully reproduced in Appendix J,
are summarized below.

Some real interest has been shown in the project, as
evidenced by numerous invitations to the project director
to talk at in-service or association mee tngs of mathem-
atics teachers, and an invitation to contribute to a
Victorian magazine, Pursuit.

The video equipment purchased with Schools Commission
funds provided considerable motivation to the project
director in his total endeavour, and provided a useful
medium of dissemination at mathematics teachers' meetings.

The project director is seriously disappointed at his
lack of opportunity to see his plays produced on stage.
(Evidence reported in section 4.5, however, suggests
that these plays could be profitably used in a less
elaborate way in mathematics classes.)

The project director is aware that his materials may
(ontain some historically inaccurate ideas. (This is
consistent with the historian of mathematie::' comments
in section 4.2.)

The projeet director is aware that the level of present-
ation and editin); ot some of his materials needs
improving. (Thi!-- is consistent with previons evidence,
particularly section 4.5.)

project direetoi ;el.: a serious sense of isolati,n
1,11! expet tence:; A l'CA dc!, i t 101 e and

ruct ive cr it i i
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inl ," other teachers like!v to use the materials, a majol
,atitied duting the present evaleatIon been to pt(ivide
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4.7 Evaluation of Dissemination

It was pointed out in section 1.5 that the present materials have

the potential of being useful in a wide range of schools around

Australia. Consequently, the dissemination of the materials is both

an important aspect of the project and an issue which warrants mention

in this evaluation report.

So far, three avenues of dissemination have been employed. Firstly,

various articles have been published in state (but not national)

Leachel-s' journals (see Appendix A). Secondly, the project director has

spoken at 11.merous teacher in-service and mathematics associations

meetings. Thirdly, the Teachers' Resources Centre has published some

(,Id will publish more in the future) based on the project

,..irector's work.

While ':ne abovta description clearly indicates that a substantial

amount of disz;emination has already taken place, it is likely that even

wider dis5eminit1on might have been achieved. For example, the use of

natione instead of state journals would have enabled more teachers to

be .1?..-1Coed. This issue of dissemination, which is clearly an important

one. wil! be reconsidered in the last chapter where certain recomm-

endaLions about future dissemination activities will be made.

4.8 Ot1- 7,valuak..0e Information

the previo.ls sections have dealt specifically with the

impressionf.. of a histo,Aan of mathematics, mathematics educators,

drama crit;-s, teachers. and the project director, the points below

summarize other ev:quative information which was uncovered in the

present sttic.v but !ias not yet been described in the report.

Thlles play was produced on stage at St. Ives High

Schol, with high ability Year 9 pupils acting the parts

bot.'re - large 2.udience of students from various classes

school. Several salient comments were made by the

matheo:atics teaOters involved: first, the students

performing the parts had a rewarding experience; second,

pupils in the audience were generally disinterested;

third, the large amount of time and effort involved in

producing the play on stage was considered excessive ior

the benefits :iihieved.

Tii . editor o! The Australian Mathematits Teacher saw one
_ _ _ . .

.

oi tin present articles and considered that it was limited
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Other staff members teaching
Boys High School have sought
an how to make effective use
teaching.

4. 9 Summary

various subjects at Vaucluse
the project director's advice
of video equipment in their,

This chapter has been devoted mainly to reporting the impressions
held by various people towards the present innovative project. In
particular, discussion focussed on opinions expressed by a historian
of mathematics, mathematics educators, drama critics, various mathem-
atics teachers and the project director himself. In contrast to the
present chapter, Chapter 2 described a survey of teacher opinion about
some of the materials while Chapter 3 described an investigation of
changes in affective and cognitive outcomes experienced by students
during the Ilse of the Thales play. In the following chapter, the
evaluative information described in Chapters 2-4 will be briefly
summarized to form the basis for drawing conclusions and making
recommendations.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Introduction

This last chapter covers three areas. Firstly, salient aspects

from previous chapters will be summarized. Secondly, problems

encountered in attempting to interpret findings of the study will be

discussed. Thirdly, suggestions will be made for future modification,

development and dissemination of project materials.

5.2 Summary of Previous Chapters

It is not possible to adequately summarize a report of this size

in a few paragraphs and, therefore, the reader is urged to return to

relevant parts of the report for clarification of the brief statements

below. Chapter 1 provided a description of the innovative project,

emphasized that the project was atypical of many Schools Commission

Innovations Program projects in that a major orientation was to

produce products that would be useful in a wide range of schools, and

provided a justification for deciding to study a limited range of

materials (namely the Thales play and the conics article) intensively.

Chapter 2 described a survey of teacher opinion about the Thales play

and the conics article; in particular a comparison was made between

opinions about the play and opinions about the article, and between

experiebced teachers' optnions and trainee teachers' opinions. Chapter 3

described the use of the Thales play with Year 9 students, a study of

changes in affective and cognitive outcomes experienced by pupils using

the play, and an investigation of the effectiveness of the play for

pupils of varying general ability, general attitude to mathematics and

sex. Chapter 4 was devoted to impressionistic evaluation and described

the opinions held about the materials by various people including a

historian of mathematics, two mathematics educators, two drama critics,

teachers and the project director himself.

.11ient findings from the previous chapters are summarized below.

A very favourable opinion ot the play, but an appreciably

less favourable opinion of the article, was expressed in

!bc teacher survey (scotion 2.4), by a historian of

lAthematics (section 4.2) and h, two mathematics educators

isecri0:: 4.3'.

)11,' t',? on ini.n 0 he play were more tavourablt.'

-Yperienced teachurs' opini0ns, but 0pinions about the

Alti !c were fairly comparable tor trainee and experienced

Is( tion 2.6).

onsidered :40s it lye mat

- (secti0n

:(4 (r thic Ij,je. cy.I.eric;:( 0( a srgn t It ant

1 In t t i t une It .11 ny, or 4,, 01 mat liernat t

.0
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attitude to using historical plays, knowledge of the
approximate time when Thales lived, and knowledge of
Thales' birthplace (sections 3.6 and 3.7).

Pupils experienced small, nonsignificant changes on
three items measuring application of the concept of
similar triangles (section 3.7). A possible explanation
for this is that.the exposition of similar triangles in the
play may not be clear (section 4.2).

Evidence was found to suggest that the play was differen-
tially effective for different students: girls experienced
a greater .improvement in attitude to learning history of
mathematics; pupils of more favourable general attitude to
mathematicd experienced a greater improvement in attitude
to using mathematical plays; and improvement in pupil
knowledge of the time when Thales lived was greater for
pupils of higher general ability, pupils of higher general
attitude to mathematics and girls.

A major educational merit of the play and article is
that teachers perceived them as neither readily available
elsewhere nor able to be written by the average teacher
(section 2.4).

The play was considered to be useful for integrating
mathematics with other subjects like Ancient History and
English (sections 2.5 and 4.4).

Teachers tended to be worried that the use of the play
would require excessive time and capabilities not possessed
by mathematics teachers (section 2.4). It is suggested,
however, that these worries could be largely overcome if
the play were used In normal mathematics classes rather
than in a full-scale stage production.

Specific faults in the article were perceived to be that
it involved too many characters and ideas, lacked a list of
references and was not clearly related to the topic of
conics (sections 2.5 and 4.5).

Ube juxtaposition of myth and mathematics in the article
as considered of dubious value (sections 4.2 and 4.5).

. It was thought that the amount of mathematics contained
in the rlav and article was relatively small (section !,.')).

A historian of mathematics found a number ot historical
inaccurak:ies in the play and article. 1,:hile historical

accuracy is certainly desirable, Ditttich has contended
that materials containing !:1 ill

have educational merit:

Teachers with only ama..-eur ..nterest ir !his Aspc(t

oi mathematics philoso:-Uty and history win luribli

facts, repeat .,,ossip, and miss or mi.:repreent trentr.,

nevertheless, they rio generatc first-rato onthusia,:r,
id ox, ite t harp! I ( so.o ,
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only to correct the teachers' misconceptions

(Dittrich, 1973, p. 35).

There is a lack of female parts in the play (sections

4.4 and 4.5).

There is a need for plays and articles to be accompanied

by suggestiong for the way teachers can use the materials

and provide011ow-up activities (sections 4.2 and 4.8).

5.3 Problems in Interpreting Findings

While the previous section included a summary of the actual

findings from the present research, discussion in this seCtion will be

devoted to various problems involved in attempting a straightforward

interpretation of these findings. In discussing curriculum evaluation

research, Tawney has commented that

(n)ewcomers to the area are led to expect objective
techniques which will lead to unquestioned judgements

(Tawney, 1976, p. 34).

In the present study, although a lot of valuable feedback on strengths

and weaknesses of the materials has been gathered, a simple unquestioned

judgement about the materials certainly cannot be made. Also, in

interpreting findings from the present study, it should be emphasized

that the range of evaluative aspects considered was only a small sample

of the whole domain of relevant aspects. The importance of interpreting

particular evaluations against a backdrop consisting of all relevant

evaluative aspects has been pointed out by Forehand:

A study that purports to evaluate a curriculum ... is

doomed to be judged inadequate by comparison with all

relevant studies that might have been done ... (E)valuation

efforts can be made more effective by ... a comparison of

what it is doing with what it might be doing (Forehand,

1971, pp. 577-578).

Some caution in generalizing findings is also needed because the

present samples of teachers, students and schools were relatively small

and nonrandomly chosen. Ideally, the findings from the present
investigation should be checked in further replication studies before

more confidence is placed in the results. Nevertheless, the present

sample included a wide range of teachers and students and, in order to

make the present study useful to educators, it is recommended that

tentative conclusions be drawn while awaiting replication studies.

RecONIMCildatiOn:;

it was pointed out previow:iv that, ithough the period of

S,hools Commission funding .dreadv terminated for the present project,

the proiect director continues LO be actively engaged in modifying and

.xtending his matcrial:,. Some suggestions, dorived from findings of

the present evaluation study, which may a:,siSt the project director in

hi!-; future efforts are listed below.
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More effort in the immediate future should be devoted to
modifying and consolidating past work than to embarking
on new ventures.

Where possible, opinions on preliminary versions of
materials be sought from people with expertise in
editing, history of mathematics and drama before
completing the final versions.

A greater proportion of the time spent on the project
be devoted to plays, both in modifying existing ones
and developing new ones.

Plays should be adapted so that they are suitable for
use in the classroom as well as on the stage.

More female parts should be included in the plays.

Future articles should have an approach which is
differentefrom past articles in that there is less
justaposition of myth and mathematics, that the number
of ideas and characters in a single article be limited,
and that a list of source references be provided.

Some guidance be given to teachers about possible ways
of incorporating articles and plays into their teaching,
and about possible follow-up discussions and activities
for the plays and articles.

The other recommendations to be made here involve the dissemination
of materials. Evidence accrued in this evaluation has indicated the
potential usefulness of some of the present project materials in other
schools around Australia. An important future concern of the project
director, then, should be with the dissemination of his materials.
Some suggestions for dissemination are given below.

The project director should continue his association
with the N.S.W. Department of Education Mathematics
Equipment Committee as this provides both a production
outlet (Teachers' Resources Centre) and access to
other teachers on the committee and to editorial And
technical assistance.

. An attempt should be made to publish important articles
in national Instead of state mathematit!--1
journals. (This, however, would require ar ir.Trovc,1

qualify of oresentation.)
\

Tho project director should continue to p.ik

in-servi,,- and teachers' association meetinv.s whit
possible. However, in orYet to make these of maximum].
!isetnlnes, the projett director should cli,;yloo ,. lAth

variou- p,ople how could hest piC,:*'11t hl 11:itt't

Some o\'emm1.l I r i im t ne scm I nt s tt 1,1 i

] 1 : t ,' 1 t ) IV I
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should be sought. Suggestions include attempting

to publish a small booklet of playa, or approachins

the editor of a national journal for mathematics
teachers.

. The project director might find it profitable to solicit

the help of other interested persons so that developing,

modifying and editing materials could become a team
effort.

5.5 Conclusion

The main purpose of this chapter has been to summarize salient

findings from the present evaluation study and, based on these findings,

make recommendations for future modification, extension and dissemin-

ation of the project materials. Some of the problems involved in

interpreting findings from the evaluation Study were also considered,'

and it was stressed that the present findings should be considered

somewhat tentative until more evidence about the effectiveness of the

present materials has accrued.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF PROJECT MATERIALS

FLAYS:

1. Pythagoras

2. Thales of Miletus

3. Archimedes of Syracuse

ARTICLES:

1. The history of conics. Pivot, 3(1), 1976; The genesis of conics.
A Mathematics Bulletin, No. 25, 1976.

2. Dido and the founding of Carthage - A history of the quadratic
equation and maxima. A Mathematics Bulletin, No. 25, 1976.

3. Eratosthenes of Cyrene. A Mathematics Bulletin. (in press)

SLIDE-TAPE PRESENTATIONS:

1. The History of Conics (published, together with teachers' notes,
by the Teachers' Resources Centre).

2. Other slide-tape presentations on Eratosthenes, Thales, Pythagoras,
Archimedes and Fibonacci are in various stages of preparation.

VIDEOTAPES:

1. Students in the project director's mathematics classes have made
videotapes of one-act plays about discoveries in mathematics.

Uht, of video oquipment in recording one-act play.; has been
described in the tollowing article written hy the project
Airector: Filming and the use of motivational video film.
Vinrulum, No. ), 1(47'1; A Mathematics Bulletin, N. 107(..

OTHER

1. A portrait and biography. lor ea,b of In 'nathemati. trc
preparation Ind under conqidelation b% tnt. >1.:themmic,.
Cammittee for rocommendation rr puhlf,A!!.n
TeacherA' Reqources Centro.



2. Photovanha have been taken of the four Platonic solids at the

Mining M4seum and of Australian aboriginal pertroglyphs. It is.

intended that these photographs be used in conjunction with

materials to be written later on the history of geometric solids

and aboriginal mathematics, respectively.

3. A series of journal articles have been written which describe the

innovative project in toto and various suggestions for incorpor-

ating history of mathematics into teaching. These journal articles

are listed below.

Encouragement and innovations, Vimulum, September, 1975.

With a little encouragement, Teacherjeedback, September, 1976.

The classroom as a teaching aid, Vinculum, October, 1975;

A Mathematics Bulletin, No. 24, 1975.

High interest level mathematics activities camps, A Mathematics

Bulletin, No. 24, 1975.

Around the world mathematical tours, Vinculum, May, 1976; A

Mathematics Bulletin, No. 26, 1976.

The history of mathematics in the classroom - Teaching

strategies, Vinculum, September, 1976.

Estimating time, Pivot, 3(3), 1976.
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THE 'THALES OF MILETUS' PLAY
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ACTORS IN THE PLAY,

Thales (In his maturity)

Anaximander (Hii pupil and companion)

Merchant (Eager to trade, frightened of war, yet still eager for
business)

First Egyptian Priest: Nuiserra

Second Egyptian Priest: Manetho

Third Egyptian Priest: Zoser

Narrator

Soldier 1

Soldier 2

Pirate Leader

Servant

Egyptians

Dancing Girls, Wrestlers* Acrobats.

Guide

Guards, Crowds

ENTER NARRATOR DRESSED AS AN ANCIENT GREEK

NARRATOR: This is the story of Thales of Miletus. A simple man, and a
gentleman, he was given the title of "One of the seven wise men of Greece".
The year in which this play occurs is 540 B.C. The places, Miletus and
Egypt. Come with me now and look at the civilised world in which Thales
lived. Civilised? - Perhaps: It was much the same as today - peopled by
men and women of destiny, whose sole ambition was to become great at the
expense of others. There were wars, revolutions and innocent people
dying, but there was progress also because some people were progressive and
contributed to the quality of life.

Thales, the Founder of Modern Mathematics, was such a man.

Think back to the golden days of Miletus. Here we
where merchants are busily selling their goods for
:rying to buy these goods for next to nothing with
so that everyone can make a profit - that's right -

I have said enough. Curtains. Let the play begin.

- SCENE I -

are at the busy port
profit, and clever men
other peoples' money,
that's business.

:HE :scNi. FAKE: PACE AT THE DOCKS AT A PORT AT MILETHS AROUND 540 S.C.
1,ACK6OND IHERE ARE FISHING NETS, OARS AND SALL. THERE IS A

v;Tvl- Mt)VEMENT OF PLOPLE, MERCHANTS INSPECTING MERCHANDISE, AND HAGGLING
t!VER PhicES; ',AIL0R.; REPAIRING NETS, FISHERMEN WITH THEIR CATCHES, AND THE

SOL7)IER PAYROLING THE WATERFRONT.

VROV: :TA6F THERE ARE SOME CRATES; ONE IS OPENED AND ITS CONTENTS ARE
W !XNMI:j:) 10: MFN, THALES AND A MERCHANT. THALES IS AN ALERT AND

MAN oF ,3.:7TY. THE MERCHANT IS PORTLY AND DIG:41E1ED AND KEEN TO SUCCEED
HI rRAN';ACEIONS WITH THALES. THALES IS EXAMINING AN OIL PRESS.

54
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THALES: These oil presses look solid enough.

MERCHANT: (Slaps the press as he makes his point) Solid? Iron hard! There's
years of lac in these presses. They'll crush all the olives picked here in
miletus, ... but you only want to rent them from me for one season7

'MALES: That's right, one season. These ell you've got?

MaCHANT: All .. In fact all in Miletus.

MALES: (Smiles) Good .... I'll rent the lot for one season, provided of
codrse that the price is fair.

MERCHANT; You know, it took me a long time to find all these presses,

TH4LES: Hm ... yes, I'm sure it did.

MERCHANT: To gather and carry all of them took my sons considerable effort,
and then there.are my expenses, hm let's say thirty five gold pieces.
(Watches Thales for a moment) It's a fair price, I could not do it for less.

THALZS: (Quiet for a moment as he contemplates) Heim

MERCHANT: It's the best I can do.

THALES: Well then, I'll take them.

MERCHAN:: (He smiles
4

and holds out his arm for the traditional arm clasp,
binding an agreement) It's a deal then.

THALES: A deal.

MERCHAN7: I can't help wondering ...

:MALES: Wondering? About what?

'ii.RCHANr: What are you going to do with them all?

1HALES: What do you think I am going to do with many oil presses? Make
:::ency, what else?

m.F.HAN:: Well, I've been trying to make money for a long time, but with
0-,r! success. Nisplays his clothes) Look at me:

2HAlES: It's all irithe mind ... it's your attitude.

!,,,CHANI: Are you very rich?

: ';ot

AV:: Well, what happened to your attitude?

li.MJS: Nothing, I haven't tried it yet. It's my first time in !usiness.
There's -ore to life than money of course, why there's (Continues

softly with noise, s:routs and alarms, outside.)

PUPIL, RUSHES IN.

- "MA!:;)1(.: the help us: The port is being attakked ii-!1 the sea.
.1 run, - this way.

; Y!r. t'Ir deal haven't signed nrwhi,r,
'ere sir, lust elo,16 the ...

t-

voi:r life:

W .

' r:

11.1% .( I

(

(
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SOLDIERS RUSH IN.

SOLDIER 1: Arm yourselves. ,We're being attacked by Samian pirates.

MERCHANT: (Inches over to the crates) I've some new arms in the crates

here. Swords, shields, helmets. Here, grab them.

THALES: And will I have to pay for their use afterwards?

ANAXIMANDER: Please Thales, run. Don't joke about this.

MERCHANT: We'll discuss the price after .. If we're still alive.

THALES: It will-be a pleasure. But why was the garrison not alerted before this?

ANAXIMANDER: I've no idea. Let's run.

SOLDIER 2:(Rushes in herding a group of people before him) To the citadel!

Leave everything and run for your lives!

THALES: But surely you could see them casting?

MERCHANT: There are lots of ships passing our port every day. We can't have

a garrison rushing out at full alert every time they see a ship. Even if we

could, there's no telling how far out to sea they are. There la no way by

which we can tell the distance of a ship out to sea. If we could gauge the

distance, then ships coming too close could be watched, and if its intention

were hostile ample warning could be given.

S'OLDIER 1: Come or sir, pick up your arse and join the men defending the square.

ANAXIMANDER: He's a visitor to the city.

SOLDIER 1: I don't think the Samians will be interested in introductions, six.

THALES: But Samos is a beautiful island, surely not worthy of pirates.

(MI.DIER 1: These Samians are renegades, or act so. Their booty probably

supplies the trcasury though ... Fight back to back, it's the safest way.

ANAXIMANDFR: Thank you but I told you we're not fighting. (Shouting while

running away with Thales) We're visitors.

;1.RATE LEADER: (Rushing on) So are we: (Fighting follows)

END OF AMU

SCENE 2 -

(1,t.ROUNI, AiJ. THF PYRAMID6. A TABLE IS IN THE FOREGROUND

! LpVL.M.D CHAIR. SLAVES STAND AROUND.

ARRIED ON CHAIRS

of thf priests) Ju2,t help mc to get out of this

(The sidves 1.01 oveu to pull him out and ualk

wt:erf hti him (1,,wp) Let me have some water.

A pewter cup of water is put in it) My back is poisoned

wIS:1 to poison mv svs:cm, too. Do yout work, tastet.

(-IT 't heAt to lo4 .! them a moment longer.

e , ':.; i se .1

. i t t I On

..
,

v

1
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ENTER PRIEST 3, CARRIED ON'A CHAIR.

ZOSER: Sorry I'm late - have I missed anything? All! There

ENTER THALES, ANAXIMANDER* AND A GUIDE.

GUIDES (Bow4ng low) Your Holiness, the Miletian Thales and his man.

THALES: (Bowing) And hii student, Anaximander, I am deeply honoured that
you can spare me your precious time.

NUISSERA: Your reputation preceeded you. Stories of your wisdom have come
to our ears. We are curious.

MANETHO: Our land is old, The pyramids there are over two and a half
thousand years old.

ZOSER: And our history and knowledge is recorded in writirw We have been
doing that for over three thousand years.

MANETHO: Do you have anything to add to this great store of knowledge?

THALES: I come from a little city with hardly any history at all, and
certainly not recorded like yours. I am curious and want to learn, but where
I come from there are very few written scrolls or people of knowledge to read
them. So I must look at the world around me and the heavens above and observe.

ZOSER: You must feel very deprived.

MANETHO: And this is why you've come to us. To learn. How very nice of you.

THALES: Thank you, but I've also come to do some business. I sell oil.

NUISERRA: A merchant? How is it that one of the seven wise men must earn
money like a common merchant?

ANAXIMANDER: With respect, Your Holiness, Thales is a merchant, but not a
common one.

NUISERRA: I did not mean to be rude, young man. When we are born, the gods
decide the number of days in our lives. Each day is like a precious jewel and
not to be thrown away. Unfortunately we who are old and count our remaining
days know this only too well. What Imeant about Thales was for a man of his
genius, the quest for wealth is a useless exercise in greed, unworthy and
most surprising.

THALES: It is true that our days are numbered and I try to enjoy every one.
I like to meet people and understand their life styles. I love my physical
luxuries. I love to travel, see wondrous things and meet wise men, such as
yourselves. But how can a poor Miletian afford all of this? In Miletus there
are few opportunities to better oneself except by selling one's services to
someone of great wealth. I did so; I sold my services to King Croesus of
Lyddia, and these he used for war. No thank you, I prefer to be self-employed.

1.0;FR: And how :ire you self-erTloyed?

THAIES: As an oil merchant. Last year I noserved that Milrius was going to
have a record olive crop, so T rented all the available oil presses. The
farmers who wantc'd te press tl,eir olives for oil had to coNc to me for presses.
I rented the presses to the tamers tor a higher pric.- and made my money. I

have also bought !;qich of telr oil and rescIling i¶ thtoux.,hout the

c!vilised world.

MANETIi0: : t sot:nds very simple.
1.;11).1' \ : \ I I ..\(-1 ideas :lot!rtd ,dr.ty 1 , . hav..

<.e; c-., .1 ,to v l ( ).en ,

%tort ,.f g

1! th.it : co.:1, to see.
: . : : .i! '11 ':

-t P , '! - 3S;

1. w..11 ' .." i .

Th":
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THALES: Please, Anaximander

NUISERRA: Look behind you, Thales, look at our pyramids. They were built

over two and a half thousand years ago by our ancestors two and a half

thousand years ego. How high do you think day are?

THALES: About the same length as one hundred and sixty paces.

NUISERRA: A good guess better still, howmould you measure them exactly?

ANAXIMANDER: He's trying to discredit you.

THALES: Are you asking me for a simple method of measuring the height, or

do you also want me to measure the height heALANa now?

MANETHO: I suppose you want men and equipment to measure the. height.

THALES: It's a simple method you want, isn't it?

NUISERRA: Show us how you would do it, for no man has ever measured the

height since they were built.

THALES: I need only a man and some wooden pegs.

ZOSER: (To Manetho) Do you really think he can measure the height?

MANETHO: Not a chance. No one has ever answered the problem. The physical

effort to measure the pyramid is just too great. The arrogant and conceited

always meet defeat with this question. Let's watch him squirm.

THALES: Now you shall see how / would do it. Hm (User and Manetho

smile at each other and settle in their chairs, comfortably as if expecting

a long wait. Anaximander looks expectantly at Thales)

THALES: Sorry ... sorry for the delay. I'll just make myself comfortable

on the ground, like this. (Stretches himself out) Anaximander

ANAXIMANDER: (Puzzled but eager to do whatever Thales asks him) Yes, Thales,

right here. (Whispers) 'Are you all right7

THALES: Yes, of course. Just do what I ask you. Mark out the length of my

body. Put one peg here at my head and the other at my feet. Have you done it?

That's right, thank you. Now help me up.

NUISERRA: Will you explain what you are doing, Thales?

THALFS: Certainly. MY student just marked out the length of my body on the

4round. See between these two pegs. Now if I stand here, right uthere my head

was, and the sun casts a shadowoftuy body the same length on the ground, then

the shadow of the pyramid is the same length as its height See7

ZOSIi(: What's that you're saying?

11:NLIS: 1'

sand thus .

,ta(1 up ..
1.4) near 1..ho

len,th
as ..1(."

.1*$ .ts beit,

r.)T r.y srad

t:me, mrasu

11 rxplain again. It's really very simple ... I lie down in the

.. and my body makes an impression equal to my length. Now I

. flt ,-,00dness sake, Anaximander, help me stand up Now I stand

re my bead was, here. When my shadow, caused by the sun, is the

as mt. body impression in the sand (Points to sun and points to

t!, words),then the shadow of the pyramid is the same length

- rt No - don't answer. So all we 11,1ve to do is to wait

-w to be the same length as my body impression and, at the same

rt rhe pvramid's shadow taken trom the kentre of its ,ide, Right?
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KNAXIMANDER: Providing you have time to wilt.

NUISERRA: Time, time yes Males, I'll get some of my servants to measure
the height of the pyramid. Let us go back to the house and you join me in
a coo4 glass of wine.

THALES: Thank yoU, we'll join you.

2 PRIESTS STAND, VALK TO THEIR CHAIRS AND AU CARIED AWAY

THALES: Oh, have you a guide? Anaximander would like to stay and see the
sights for a longer time.

ZOSER: I will show him personally if he would like. The pupil of such a
clever man.

END OF SCENE

- SCENE 3

HOME OF NUISERRA. SPLENDID, WELL-LIT COURTYARD, WITH MURALS, SCULPTURE,
PAPYRUS IN GREAT CLUSTERS AROUND A FOUNTAIN. IN THE CENTRE ARE TWO LOW
CHAIRS COVERED IN RICH FABRIC, WITH A VERY LOW TABLE BETWEEN THEM.

IN COMES A CHAIR BEARING NUISERRA, FOLLOWED BY ONE BEARING THALES

THALES: You have rather an efficient transport service, don't you? In
Miletus we have to walk everywhere.

NUISERRA: Yes, but these bearers are new. The last team I had were Nubian
and very experienced. This lot gives rather a bumpy ride.

THALES: (Rubbing his back) Yes, a bit bumpy. But surely all these riches ...
Aren't they the possessions of the greedy and unworthy?

NUISERRA: I suppose I was rather unjust with that statement and I am sorry.
To show my apology I must beg you to stay tonight.

FHALES: But what about Anaximander?

NUISERRA: I can send a servant to your lodgings and have him brought here also.

THALES: Then, in that case, I would be greatly honoured to stay.

NUISERKA: Good. Now, how about that glass of wine I promised you? (Claps
his hands - enter slave ) Some refreshments for my guest and myself, (Slave
bows low and leaves) They should not be long.

THALES: Ah: Good. I have had a long morning without refreshment.

7t:IqERRA: By the way, my personal congratulations as to the solving of our
liddle. lhe measuring of the pyramids is a problem that surie of the greatest
minds 01 our ciyilked world have been unable to solve.

TIALFS: Thank you. By the way, is there somewhere I may go to wash?

::SERRA: I should have thou4ht of it earlier. (Claps his hands - slave
ca,ers) W.Iter for mv gt:est t,) wash. (Aave returns, Thnles washes, then
the wine is laid out with fruit, biscuits, nuts and swvvtmeats)

is no tell:eshment, this is a bargnet!

A'RkA: dre impressed.

daziled to be This wine ,

;Fri %: you ,r lu Miletus, Tholes-2

1 ! 1'1'4. 1 11 11 t thiq at 910:t ;

.r , 1I 1%.1-`-., I 1/ tve said f (!: l

!.ti Let w3.

V,'T'T.KFA: 11 ;.:.!:,, t
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SCENE 4 -

THE WATERFRONT AT MILETUS. COLOUR AND ACTIVITY ON THE LEFT FRONT STAGE

SOLDIERS ARE ASSEMBLING A CATAPULT. IN THE FOREGROUND, THALES IS TALKING

:10 ANAXIMANDER. THEY ARE LOOKING DOWN AT THE HARBOUR AND SHIPS.

ANAXIMANDER: How time passes quickly! Why it was only two years since me

were in Egypt. You have grown very wealthy since then. You are surely

almost as rich as King Croeseus.

THALES: Perhaps I am. But / have been away from Miletus for far too long.
It is surely worthwhile to visit other cultures, but I have almost forgotten
my business and the problems of Miletus.

ANAXIMANDER: Since you have become one of the biggest ship owners and traders
in our civilised world you certainly cannot afford to forget the problems of
Miletus. Sir, the pirates still attack and plunder our ports. Our people
will not go to sea, they are too afraid. Surely, sir, you had forgotten this
when yoa ordered your men to buy all the ships they could manage: Sir, why
do you buy all these ships?

THAIES: Because the owners are selling cheaply, of course: What better
time to buy? Surely, Anaximander, you would have learned that by =Oa

ANAXIMANDER: Perhaps - but is that the only reason you have bought those
ships?

THALFS: No, of course not. The point is that as long as my business is
expanding and I have to rely on shipping more and more, then I may as well
own my fleet. What better time is there to buy ships?

ANAXIMANDER: But what of the pirates? How are you going to survive their
attacks?

I've thou,;ht about it. Just look down there. Can you see what
the soldiers are doing?

'AXIMANDER: They're positioning great catapults and other defences on the
wharves.

ThAl!:: That's ri0t. They're confident that they can get them to work
bitore the pirates arrive. I've shown the garrison how to be able to tell
ho%, tar a ship is out to sea. The garrison will be able to tell if a ship

too clo.,e to the shore, and if they look suspicious, man the
ko:Apults and knock holes in the ships, sinking them.

ANA%;MANDFR: I expect you are thinking that I'll ask you how you did it.?

oh no: I'm sure you will come to the same simple solution to the
ls I did.

ls sheepishly;
.,(live such a hard

'too kr6w I can't. Tell me how you did it.
problem ... simply.

Hive it is simple. About four (lois ago I stood on the beach
: r( a tTerchant-min sail past. 1 had ry walking staff in my

,tioin for welki,1,.. ; am not young As I used
,t,tf stukk i% the !..1: 1....a.hra?.., that ship sail by,

p ol i st.if, , e th: . :-)nst rates) On the

' c w s xuc l.er , t he ,;round ;Ind f ithk
t:e I, OV r tHie s: if: ind lined ir up wit/.

i ,.!1! at.gled t

: . st : s If the st ick being
e i I , 1 ..; ;.f ,.! .11 f t t h. ship is Ow
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right angled triangle. The distance from the base to the ship is then
measured when I turn around and face the whole triangle away from the sea
to the beach, I can easily measure the distance on the beach by just pacing
it out. Now what do you think?

ANAMMANDER: Simple. (Stiles)

ALARMS - SOLDIERS RUSH ACROSS THE STAGE

THALES: Our pirate friends again. I think they will get a surprise very
soon when they find ari armed guard from the city waiting for ehe pirates
swimming ashore from their sunken ships.

MORE SOLDIERS MARCH ACROSS THE STAGE

THALES: Naturally I hired a carpenter and had him make hinged staves of my
own design with an angle measuring device. I also hired two scribes who
made up the distance tables for every degree. These are now being sold to
all who need them: the ships' captains, garrisons, generals, and so on.

ANAXIMANDER: Just like that: (Wanders away while Thales gets warmed to
his subject)

TPALES: I've been thinking. I make one triangle out to sea and then turn
it around to land. If I draw this (demonstrates on a board), I can see
that two triangles are exactly alike ... If they have one side and two
angles respectively equal and see the whole triangIe is isosceles.
Look, two equal sides. Do you know, I think I've just discovered something
else, that the base angles of the isosceles triangle are equal. Now, what
do you think of that?

ANAXIMANDER: (Makes a face) Exciting:

THE SOUND OF CHEERING AND MARCHING. FNTER SOLDIERS DRAGGING PIRATES AFTER
THEM. FHT=Y :,TOP FOR A MOMENT.

PIRAFF: iTo Anaximander) Hail, we meet you again. Remember the last time?

ANOIMANDER: of course, we were both visitors then

THALES: And this time you can be our guest for as long as we like. We insist.

GUAYD: ies, we insist that you be our guest (Prods with his sword)
Come on. Let's entertain you.

MALE:: fome, Andximander: we have mre wk to do also.

ClitrA1N
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'THE GENESIS OF CONICS' ARTICLE



THE GENESIS OF CONICS

ROLF GRLINSEIT, Vutwluse Bos High School

N t ROMA ION

Students often ask their mathematics teachers how a certain concept was discovered Mure often
than not the teacher cannot answer the question, does not see the relesance of it, and so ignores one of
the most interesting and human aspects of mathematics.

SOme cases a most unlikely beginning develops into a n challenge. the solution of
which leads to the discosery of new concepts

The duplication or doubling of the cube required a method ti he found for determining the .? 2

Several methods were forthcomasg with the most exciting and the most elegant from Men:fel:limns. a
contemporary of Plato. The onl) snstiuments allowed were the comNss and straight edge

Menuechmos insented corms to solve the problem I have pieced together the Iwo stories of the
duplication of the cube. both from msthology and from history. I hes certainly make lass-mating telling

Cop ied f or ro:iea I vh put. posei; hy scr and A . K.

M3c qua r I t Un I vet--; i t , t i ''ii A Kit I it I Ru 1 I (.1. iii ,
No. 2E), 1

SIORIF3 FROM MATHEMATICSTIM DtSCINFRY Of CONICS

When a small boy chased a mouse across a palace courtyard around 1500 a.c.. this tin& act set
In motion a series of events, one of ishich led to the discovery of conics, that is the mathematics of the
cone.

The palace courtyard belonged to the King of Knossos. Minos, on the island of Crete. Knovsoi
was wealthy and very powerful kingdom, with beautiful buildings, painted walls and magnificent
sculptures. Minos. the King, encouraged gifted artists. musicians and poets to come and entertain and
to enrich it. In 11115 way Knossos became a great centre of learning and culture and today those hmes

.ure remembered and recorded as the Minoan cisilization or Culture after King Minos.

Knossos also attracted Daedalus, the legendary sculptor and greatest craftsman and msentor it
those limes. Daedalus was horn in Athens where he became us greatest sculptor So lifelike were his
figures that pcifple beliesed he was endowed with magical powers Ile spent all his time perteming his
talents arid enjoyed the glory that comes ii nh fame.

Ms sister had a son. -alas, a must gdted artist Calos had been taught by thc finest !eachers to
Athens, and now he was ready lo be taught those finishing touches by the master himself his Uncle
Daedalus.

Dacd dos flitting!) und.:rtook th.: teaching of Calos, and very quickly came to realm that here was

a more gilled artist than himself. He !ailed that soon he would he sceood bc,. to Cabot, a fact that he
couldn't face in a lit of blind jealousy. he murdered Cali's.

Horrified hy his crime. Daedalus hid in the outskirts or Athens. In the meantime the Areopagus
or council, sentenced him to death for murder, and Daedalus, on the run. disguised himself and fled to
K floss. is

King Minos welcomed Daedalus to his court, and encouravd him to mote great works of Art.
the inure he ssoikcd, the happier he became, and the greater were his fame and rewards. He soon became

rgatilhir figure al cow( where Vrr.ut many of his creation. were to by seam It seemed at last that his
frouhk.. wing user, and that he could Ilse a happy life .

l.nfortunatel) fw 1,..eilalob. Queen Pasiphae. wife of Mums, observing a magnificent %hoe hull
in the King-% palisitnuree ws. desired to ov ith this beautiful animal, yet each time she approached it. it kept
on grating and asNa) WIsloni: to he wtth the animal, Paophae enlisted the aid of Daedalus, who
w oh his ineredible kihl midi: a hollow 1/20.Kfrn cow lot the Queen to slip two. In this way she was able
to be with her bek.ved animal

Init Nemmt In and one day she gas, birth to a monster the Minotaur, half man and half bull
".01 tc itmitig it. anger the rods by ki ng it, the king flecide'd to keep the monster in a special compound
I le t,g.ed Daedalus to design and ci. struct the labyrinth, a great mute where the monster was reared.

he lop ol ihe lahyonth was ,:osereil with huge oasmg stories and became part of the palace grounds

ie... pa sed and the King and his wife had other children One was a !might young hose named
10.0. tic was an ithimsittse hod who losed to esplore all the rnysteriou. dark areas around the

1.1'.1,e and In 01,N ploing user the labyrinth chasing a moose that he h,..d noticed, he had an
ident (we ol the huge pas ing stones had slipped, leaving a gap large enough for a small boy to sum
ough C wows ing (iliticus peered In and to his Joy noticed that just below \sere great cal thems.or

ims it,ed by the lottlien to gore hones lie reached towards the nearest jar to dip in his hand, when
...tcicols die large r.i% Inv st.nic on tshmh he re.ted mitred. syncline hmt hurtling headlong tnto the stored
ifoa. I he rout); stone so imr.g ba..k into place iseling the gap through %huh young (11.tu.us

I met that eiroinp. ssilen family aNseinhled for thr eseninp meal. Pasiphae noticed that (ilaucus
.I 11..11).101 i'l rl1ic ,A.Is rio mr.m..e of the boy The scotch lengthened into days

and still no frit C ot t daus us

lii dt, Tel ..th n. soft a flf-lik.:Iffn to I fcli)lo. if) ask Ow wade there for guidanse
j ssas insff treft Ow quer) in 11., oi .1 riddle She int...ono! them

1.'1:: ,; if ',.;.;-",:11,1":orf

co
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born, and it ha.1 the auwing abilits to change its colouring from white to red and from red to black
eseiJay Minos on healing this. summoned his soothsayers and posed the question to them

"I funk of an api description. a %mule, to describe the all's changing colour." he demanded
They all tried bur it wo, Polseidus. the Arinse. who gase the best answer /le dew:ribed the sal( as
resembling a ripe multwriy. white at blossoming, ripening to rel and then turning Wads

%linos knew that the soirec.t answer had been gisen. and he therefore ordered Polsodus to Wan. h
and find Ulausiis Polycidus began to sear.h the I ally onthian Palace wirhout suscess Almost despairing
he same llp.,11 an 0%0, sonny, at the entrance cif a Lellar trightening asSas s0,,l1r11 a bees with the ft ipping
of its wings Polseidas took th, a. an omen Below in the sellor stood the gleam tars of hont y. u.ser
which rc,ro.4 ,Nc loose p icing crone !meting the cellar and seaic,hing the 1.1r, of honey, he found
ot,toc,, ihral, I cad

;tic dissci.ers Ni1110., tkilh th prusis ii ( metes the I 1.1sL, hin
;Jo, dawn% 1; h; final .inim 0;31

th, wa, 11101..111C. ;IC V45 411,111Ii.' cit reStuuuuul, tik i .1 &Ott 11.'11 N11,11 .1. iii,. IPC.11
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The wise men counetlled and decided to send a delegation to the island of Delos. where an cir :

gave her pronouncements from the temple of Apollo. Delos was one of the legendary birthplai.e.. or
ion of Ieus Apollo was worshipped as being the preventer and curer of .111 physical illnes

and moral decadence No one was allowed to stay osernight on the Island. since a possihle death would
defile the holy sanctuary I he temple of Apollo contained a largem than life statue of the god witl- an
..har the shape of a subt.. standing in front ,11 ii Ihe Athenians sought the or,wle's help al,c! I.,:
prollOunl-Crnen1 NJ`, iii pose the problem that the ars lwe, rs cit Km,. mans., bad folud it, . .

build a cube double the volume of gisen (AIN: I lie oracle told the Attc,iim,uucs that the% 1.1 io
cubical altar double the volume of Atiollo.s present altar

I he thew iii. fish's o do. ssuc.o 11,0 011.14111 s'..1. 11110;1.1'3 V, I.C11 .111.11 ' S11.

not douhle the iuilainc cci Apoll..'s altar ar Itet.is Memnon; the piaci.;
Some misguided aishiteo s belies ed that h) doubling the chum:moons of cash side ill the ,dcir Ow s..11 .1...
would also hi; d..uhled. bill what it aetualls did NJ% 1kt increase the solume elehttold

Nears passcd an,! the plague Tan its I Ii m,, arse le.isur`t' hilutruct 'AL the ad th. ,..p ,

auht the suarossmg lin' problem of h.'s.. to double I subie leinamed it %v.", n,,,, cs vom
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The two' soluihnu by Menaechmus using his newly discovered conk sections.
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APPEND I X D

QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE PLAY 'TRALES OR NILETUS'

School

I.

Please complete this questionnaire and return it to B. Fraser and A. Wasp at

Macquarie University by November 19.

AIMS SATISFIED BY THE PLAY

Indicate with a TICK whether you think that this play uould be VERY USEFUL,

USEFUL or NOT USEFUL in satisfying each of the following atm.

1. Arousing student interest before teaching the topic
of similar.triangles

2. Teaching some history of mathematics

3. Teaching some important concepts related to similar
triangles

4. Humanizing mathematics

5. Showing that mathematics has practical applications

6. Providing an awareness of the value of mathematics
to society

7. Providing an appreciation of ancient civilization

8. Promoting a better attitude towards mathematiCs

Very
useful

Useful
Not

useful

9. List any other aims which you think might be satisfied by this play.

-

:1IDENTS CATERED FOR BY THE PLAY

IndicatP with a TICK whether you think the play would be VERY USEFUL, USEFUL or

NOT USEFUL foi the following groups of students.

IC. led!. of low ability

11. : stuticnt 6f hip.-,h ability

Vc.,( g ot ability

1 hiiji ability

14. !: :ow ability

Ycar ot ability

P. A .0titudv towird,,

! : I w.it :s it Ip-11C

'

Very I
Not

Useful
useful luseful



MISCELLANEOUS
. .

illth 4 TICK whether you STKOMaY AOKEt, ACME, DTSA EE or'STRONGLY
DISAGREE with each of the following statements about the play.

Most students would find the material
interesting.

14. The amount of time taken up if the
materials were used in the classroom
would not be excessive.

20. The use of the msterials requires only
knowledge and skills which mathematics
teachers already have.

21. Material like Xhis is not readily availabl
elsewhere.

22. The avprage mathematics teacher would not
be able to wTite material like this
himself.

23. The play could be used profitably in the
classroom without the need for a stage,
costumes, etc.

24. The play would be very suitable for use
near the end of the school year.

25. The play would be useful for integrating
Mathematics with other subjects like
English or Ancient History.

26. I would use a play like this in my own
mathematics classes.

,

Strongly
agree

_

Disagree
Strongly
disagree

- . 4

27. Please provide any further comments, reactions or criticisms abioVt this play.
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APPEND I X E

QUESWIONNAIRE ABOUT THE ARTICLE 'THE GENESIS OF CONICS'

a

Please,complete this questionnaire.and return it to B. Fraser and A. Koop et

Macquarie University by November 19.

AIMS SATISFIED BY'THE ARTICLE

Indicate with a TICK whether you think that this article woulrbe VERY USEFUL,

USEFUL or NOT USEFUL in satisfying eaCh of the following aims.

I. Arousing student interest before teaching the topic

of conics

2. Teaching some history of mathematics

3. Teaching sc;lile important concepts
related to conics

4. HumIzing mathematics

5. Showing that mathematics has practical applications

6. Providing an awareness of the lialue of mathematics

to society

7. Providing an appreciation of ancient civilizati

B. Promoting a better attitude towards matbemati

Very
useful

Useful
Not

useful

9, List any other aims Which you think,might be satisfied by this article.

CA.:!-:RED FOR BY THE ARTICLE

c.1 6 with a TICK whet;ler you Ihink the article would be VERY USEFUL, USEFUL or

f;...r the following groups of students.

1 ).,A; suf1. it low ability

I '
; ))ii;b ability

%.(.. ,' wit nt :(i ability

!

:
!I st.id(-.:

!I s!,!1,!1.,'I ability

. , ..,1 H.! i t.

; .c!i'L!( L. ds !( i'SS



MISCELLANEOUS

Indicate with a TICK:whether you STRONGLY Mani ammi IMMAXIalit StiONOLY148410-014 With etch of the following Instant-as about the.article.

184211 students would find the material
-""Meresting.

19.. The amount of time taken up if the
materials were used in the classroom
would not be excessive.

20. The use of the Materials requires only
knowledge and skills Which mathem-
atics teachers already have.

21. Material like this is not readily
available elsewhere.

22. The average mathematics teacher would
not be able to write material like'
this himself.

23. The number of different characters andideas is not tao large for an article
of this size.

24. An article like this does not need a
list of references.

25. The story related in this article is
clearly relevant to the topic of
conics.

26. The mathematics on pages 32-36 is
clearly relevant to the rest of the
article.

27. This article would be suitable for
direct student use in mathematics
projects.

28. 1 would use an article like this in
planning my own mathematics lessons.

Strongly
agree Agree Disagree

a

Strongly

.

.

,

I

. .

29. Please provide any further comments,
reactions or criticisms to this article.

4
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1 APPENDIX F

4 STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE THALES PLAY p

Scoring Procedure for the Student Questionnaire

Attitude items: The 14 attitude items on the first page of ths

questionnaire are scored on a five-point scale. For items 1, 3, 6, 7,

9, 11 and 13, responses SA, A, N, D, SD are scored 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,

respectively. For Items 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12 and 14, responses

SA, A,.N, D, SD are scored 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. Omitted or

invalidly answered items are scored 3. Items 2, 7, 10, 13 measure

specific attitudes related to the play, and scores on these items

cannot be summed to obtain a meaningful total. Scores on Items 1, 3,

4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 14 are summed to form a general attitude to

mathematics score.

Cognitive items: The five cognitive items on the second page of the

student questionnaire are multiple-choice items which are scored 1

for the keyed response and 0 for all others. The keyed responses for

these five items, in order, are C, DI B, B, A. Scores on these items

cannot be added to form a meaningful total.
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Name:

STUDUNT QUESTIONNAIRE

School*

Boy/Girl:

a

Directions

Give your opinion about each Statement on this page by drawing a circle
around

SA if you STRONGLY AGREE with the statement.
A if you AGREE with the statement.
N if you are NOT SURE*
D if you DISAGREE with the statement.
SD if you STRONGLY DISAGREE witm the statement.

Be sure to give an answer for all statements. If you change your mind
about an answer, just cross it out and circle another one.

1.

.. .1111.111

I like mathematics lessons more than any other
lessons. SA A N D SD

2. It would be a waste of time learning about the
lives of mathematicians who-lived thousands
of years ago. SA A N D SD

3. I like to try to solve mathematical puzzles
and problems. SA A N D SD

4. I think mathematics is a dull and uninteresting
subject. SA A N D SD

5. outside the classroom, I don't like to think
about mathematics. SA A N 15 SD

6. I like to make up sums and problems and do
them at home. SA A N D SD

7. Learning about the history of mathematics would
be interesting. SA A N D SD

N. I don't like mathematics because the examples
are too hard and make me think. SA A N D SD

q. Mathematics is one of the most interesting
subjects, and I want to do as much mathematics
as possible. A N D SD

10. Mathematics has few practical applications to
daily life. SA A N p ',I)

I. Mathematics is a mos important subject and
mote time should bc Oven to it at school. A A N P .D

1.. 1 dislikt mathematics and will do as little
matle:natics as pw,sible at school. A N

11. I would eniov mathematics lessons more if they
includ(d some plays related to rathematics. A A N P I)

Mathema!i( s is a difri;ult I

don': e.itcv.
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4

Directions

for each question on this pee, draw a circle around the letter (A, $, C, D or.E)

eettoipondifti id thd tad oftroct *hider. "If you 04040 your WO 00Ut n
answer, cross it out and circle another letter.
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Show any working you do in the space provided.

1. The mathematician Thales lived about

A 100 years ago.

B 1,000 years ago.

C 2,000 years ago.

3,000 years ago.

E 4000, years ago.

2. Thales was born in

A Egypt.

B Samos.

C Minos,

D Miletus.

3. A flag pole makes a shadow 100 centimetres

long. At the same time, a man who is
170 centimetres tall makes a shadow 170
centimetres long. The height of the flag

pole is

A 85 centimetres.

B 100 centimetres.

C 135 centimetres.

D 170 centimetres.

E 340 centimetres.

4 . A man of height 180 centimetres makes a
shadow 90 centimetres long. At the same

time, a tree of height 16 metres would
make a shadow

A 4 metres long.

. B s metres long.

C metres long.

D 90 metres lorg.

E 1s0 metres long.

A tow( is ) :!.(.1:(2S high and makes a

':,IGOU Jon mLtrct, 16ng. How high is a
whicU wuuld make a shadow

rtetres long at the same time?

20 metres

!netres

5!) :netres

nO metres

10 7.etre!,

Working space
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APPENDIX G

IMPRESSIONS OF A HISTORIAN OF MATHEMATICS

Comments -of Dr John Pottage, Department of History and Philosophy of
. Scidhco, UniversiM of Melbourne

1

Thales Play.

Perhaps the first thing to be mentioned is the dubious nature of the
source material. Neugebauer went so far as to write that

"the traditional stories of discoveries made by Thales or
Pythagoras must be regarded as totally unhistorical.
Thales, for example, is credited with having discovered
that the area of a circle is divided into two equal parts
by a diameter. This story clearly reflects the attitude of
a much more advanced period when it had become clear that
facts of this type require a proof before they can be
utilized for subsequent theorems ..." etc. etc. (Exact
Sciences in Antiquity, 2nd ed. p. 148)

The latest short account of Thales.is in the fine Dictionary of
Scientific Biggraphy, of which about 13 volumes have so far appeared.
Here the dates of Thales are briefly discussed and the best estimates
are given as 625 (?) and 547 (?). So the assertion that Thales was
60 in 540 B.C. ill too precise (page 1 of play). For Dating of the
pyramids, see I. E. S. Edwards, The Pyramids of Egypt; for dating in
general, see Sir Alan Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs.

Most importantly, some reconsideration of the two applications of
similar triangles is in order. If Thales' shadow were a half or a
third as long as Thales is high, the pyramid would cast no shadow
owing to its shape. Even when the shadow is equal to the height
(except perhaps twice in a year) the situation would be as indicated
below in plan, so that the passage from measurement to deduced height
would be much more complicated than is suggested in the play. As for
the distance of the ships being equal to a measurable distance along
the beach (need to keep both base lines horizontal), a five foot staff
of uncertain perpendicularity would be a quite unsuitable basis for
any more reliable data than any experienced look-out might reasonably
be expect,..d to supply by looking out to sea. At least Thales could
stress how important it is to keep the staff vertical; and perhaps his
"angle measuring device" instead of being on sale "to all who need
them" could have taken the form of a lookout tower 40 feet (say) above
the water, then the angle of depression might not unreasonably be used
as an indicator of the distance out to sea. Of course, the turning
through a rightangle to sight out a measurable distance along the
beach would only be necessary in connection with the graduation ot the
instrument.

"

Th

frt.'

4.
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'Ourvives, until well into the Hellenistic Per o . rc es ihd

Apollonius still used fractions of a right angle to specify even very

small angles. And, of course, the suggettion that any scale of angles

would need to enter as intermediaries is quite unnecessary (and

histeticallyithileddiug)4---The-natural-thing-would-banark-the_sreale!...,
directly in distances. Needless to say, no precise infbrmation

survives, ag to what methods were used; but the application ot similar

or of congruent triangles.pre-dates even the most primitive

"trigonometry" by many centuries. Even some of the problems in the

Rhind Papyrus show an application of what amounts to the uethod of <

similar triangles - and in connection with heights of pyramids too,

though not in connection with shadows. But that is another story.

If Mr. Grunseit is prepared to work a little more on his script it

should be worth publishing for school use. Possibly he could include

a few historical notes (disclaimers!) so that his readers won't take

him too literally. Possibly also some questions for'discussion

concerning the practicality of the applications of similar triangles,

or some suggestions for field work by students.

The Conics Article

You 'ask for a comment on the value of this as something "which teachers

could use as a basis for preparing lessons in mathematics".

Answer: I'm afraid it has no value as it stands. The slight mathem-

atical content is just too misleading. If "the only instruments

allowed were the compass and the straight edge" What is the poor reader

to make of the method of Menaechmus, which one presumes is being

presented here as a brilliant method (as it was)? The final page with

mod(!rn graphs, even to the cartesian equations (!), is disturbing to

anyone interested in the history of the subject. The generator of a

cone should not be referred to as an "edge" (p. 31). For Apollonius

(not Appolonius), the DictirofSciercBiorah, should be
consulted. The dates as given on p. 31 are sheer guess work on

someone's part.

The Greek myths may well have a place in secondary (as well as primary

and indeed tertiary education) - they might have a greater value than

mathematics - but the combination, I should say, juxtaposition, of

myth and mathematics, as in this contribution helps nobody.
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APPENDIX H

IMPRESSIONS OF Two MATHEMATICS EDUCATORS

Comments of Mr Ken Clements Faculty of Education1 Nonash Univerait

,

My wife and I acted out the Thales play tonight. Actually my 'gut

reaction is that Grunseit's work is very creative, and could add

interest and variety to secondary mathematics classroOms. There would

need to be a fair bit of associated in-service education, but this

woud probably be easily arranged.

The Thales play is more interesting and would be more likely to

succeed in the classroom than the "Discovery of Conics" story.

I applaud the idea of bringing history into mathematics - the kids

woulok be richer for having it. In my opinion Grunseit's efforts

deserve.every encouragement.

What I would like to see is a small booklet (perhaps 80 pages) with

quite a few little plays such as the one on Thales.

Comments of Mr Brian Low School of Education Mac uarie UniverLiit

My thoughts on the Thales play are recorded below.

1. The play appears to be interesting in a purely dramatic sense.

2. I would see it as very useful in arousing interest in the history

of mathematics, and the applications of mathematics in earlier

civilizations.

3. I don't think it is very useful as an advance organizer for

similar triangles work - rather as an interesting follow-up to

the work. I hold this opinion because some of the concepts

introduced by the play are a little obscure for Year 8 or Year 9

students who have had no experience of similar triangles.

4. Provided the medium of plays is not overdone (i.e., placed in a

large number of content areas), I think this play would promote a

much better attitudo to mathematics.

5. It is anyalterestimy, way of showing some simple practical applic-

ations of mathematics.

h. Overall, I think the pl iv is very useful.

any improvements.

. '4

c,-nld not lecomn..,nd
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1. I am not Unpleased as nuich by this article as by the play. I am

not sure that the majwity of children would find itlascinating

ar_te;44,4. ip.teresting. . .

2. Perhaps it could be used*to arouse student interest before teaching

conics, but I do not see it as applying to the majority of -

students - probably only the better ones or the 'kinky' ones.

3. For those students interested in the article I think it would

promote a better attitude to mathematics.

4. This article has more import for the teaching of history of

mathematics than has the play. If it is important to teach the
history of mathematics then this probably goes some way towards

'4
achieving the objective.

5. Overall, I am not as impressed by this article as by the plsy.

Perhaps it is the medium more than the content which disappoints

me. I think it is most applicable to better students who already

have a better attitude to mathematics.



APPENDIX I

IMPRESSIONS OF Two DRAMA CRITICS

Comments of Ms Sandra Alexanddt School of Education MacquEleynkymE4

The Thales play is a creditable attempt to present to students the

discovery of some basic mathematical concepts in a historical and social

setting. The discoveries are presented as a response to the needs of

the societies among which the mathematician Thales moved.

I make no comment on the mathematical or historical accuracy of the play,

but only upon its suitability as drama for lower secondary school

students.

To recommend it, the play has the virtue of incorporating material from

a number of different subject areas, and thus could be included in

programs of study emphasizing integration of subject areas. It has quite

a large cast, and provision for numerous extras, so that all students in

a class could be actively involved in the performance and rehearsals.

It contains a fair measure of action and movement, difficult to

accomplish in a play designed to convey abstract concepts. The settings

are colourful and exotic, but reasonably easy to accomplish within the

usual constraints of school drama production - the odd sheet, potted

palm and decorated chair are readily available, although a backdrop of

the pyramids might prove expensive or difficult in some circumstances.

A production would otherwise present few problems of stage mechanics.

My first criticism is that the earacters and their inter-relationships

are very sketchily developed. In particular, the relationship between

Thales and Anaximander does not evolve as it surely would have done given

the changes of time and circiim:;tances between the second and third

scenes. The addition of some aumour would also make the play more

attractive.

The play provides no major parts for girls, indeed, no speaking parts

at all. Their presence is acknowledged only by the suggestion that

'dancing girls' might perform at one point in the action. The history

and archeology of Egypt attest to the fact that some women held')

positions of considerable power and influence, and the inclusion of some

female speaking parts is surely not an outrageous demand in a play

apparently intended tor producticn in coeducational schools.

A further, more specific concern I have is that the intormation

explaining the mathematics concepts is presented in somewhat

indigestible lumps. This could be overcome by haying another charactel

(Anaximander?) elicit the explanations from Thales in question and

answer dialogue. This would be more easily comprehensible to children

watching the play thao are the present long speeches.

All my criticism, ,ould he answered withuut maior change5. to the

9tructure of the pLy, and I wuu!d ';usT,t_it that th,. author vou:;ult an

Pxperienced dr:1MR m:ditet CO cfl't a cilAl h,rr, t 1 tm r L11 1 v v.11 able

educat 1(1)1;11 I nnov it hin.
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Coments of Mrs Nei George) School of Education, Mangdatie University -Li1:111

The Thales play has a number of positive dramatic qualities:-

1. With the exception of the very long conversation on page 4

(which could possibly be enlivened with some action to match

the very-individual characters of the people on stage), the

movement of the play flows well.

2. There s a development from the outlining of the problem in

Scene i to its successful solution in Scene 4. '

3. There is humour and irony both of situation and dialogu?.

4. The dialogue moves well and is in character. There is only one

change of idiom (and this may have been used to gain an

archaic effect: "How iime passes quickly" instead of "How quickly

time passes").

5. The characters are consistent throughout, and all the qualities,

of the main characters develop in a credible fashion.

6. There has been an effort'at creating an appropriate setting for

each scene, and the details are woven effectively into the

fabric of the play.

Maybe the role of the narrator could be eliminated. He merely sets

the initial scene and the play-can stand by itself without this

introduction.



APPENDIX J
p

PROJECT DIRECTOR'S IMPRESSIONS

Comments of Mr Rolf Grunseit, Vaucluse Boys High School

The articles

I enjoy the research as well as writing about my findings. I also find

that this material is more useful in making my lessons more interesting.

Another result has been invitations to address in-service groups as well

as being the guest speaker at.the various Mathematics Association

Meetings. In this way I experience some feedback and some correspond-

ence. Several magazines have asked me to contribute to them (e.g.,

"Pursuii:" in Victoria).

1- am not always happy with the editing of my articles. i would like to

rewrite quite a few of them..

I am rewriting several of the articles for inclusion in student magazines.

I am als. in the process of writing several more as a result of my

research.

Quite often my stories are reconstructions from many sources, same of

which are historically doubtful (e.g., the life of Pythagoras from the

ige of 18 to 52, or again Zeus' predeliction for sex being the prime

inspiration for the discovery of conics). Though some of the stories

atc apocryphal, they make superb Motivational material.

V i Jen oz.taT hi c ..equ tEment_

The video tq:uipmenr and the camera gear purchased has helped to

stimulatr me. It has enabled me to express myself visually and to

e'tpI(q.e -,T1rietelv new ways of conveying mathematical concepts.

.,

,,,nsqt.intiv using this incditmlwhether at in-service conferences,

,1 I i,1t I 0HR ttr in t he classrocm.

011 t i.it i- th .t.mount. mit i.11 t fl;tt i tnut-tt (;ir rv.

i:11 rid hiatI I it y to sf-..e of r!,. plays irodu.ed ui

'nriel-f,! me 1H rewritin my existiw ,,ttipts, and developine.

h pw;sihle to convey :.qat.-matic.i. intogr;Itd
!n t :to lat-tsroom or ;ige. .1! (4:4 I c:in 1300

t ri f writ 1III of ni.dre i-Ja- t i.a.



In my haste to have theiniinted I neglect the necessary rewriting which . Zrt#1

my articles need. The editing by the magazines also leaves a lot to

be desired.

I can see the time Alen I will rewrite these stories and make them
readable enough to please the students from the 12 to 15 age group.

Negative points

I receive little or no feedback from teachers.
I have spoken at numerous inservice meetings, and I am getting bored

at the sound of my own voice.
Bein); self critical, I find it hard to work in isolation without
anyone to discuss my work with or to provide constructive criticism.
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